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The Board of Trade in exercise of their powers under Section 427 of the 
Mcrchant ShiPPlDg Act 1894(0), as substituted by Secllon 2 of the Merchant 
Shipping (Safety Convention) Act 1949(b) and as amended by Section 9 of the 
Merchant Shippmg Act 1964(0) and as havlDg effect by Vlrtuc of the Tran rcr 
of Functions (Shipping and Construction of Ships) Order 1965(d). and of all 
other powers enabllOg them ID that behalf hereby make the follo\o\I08 Rule 
PART (-PRELIMINARY 
Interpretation and Rt/Wo/ 
I.--{I) These Rules shall come into operauon on the 26th May 1965 ""d 
may be Cited as thc Merchant Shippmg (Fire Appliance) Rule 1965. 
(2) In these Rule , unIe s the context otberwise require. the follo'4-tng 
expressions have the followlDg meanings re pectJvely 
.. Accommodation space" means pa nger space: • comdor • wVOltune , 
cabins, offices, crew pace" bops, itoOiated panlne and locker .. nd 
similar 5pace�, 
.. Board" means tbe Board of Trade; 
Ca) S7 &. .s8 VIC1 e 60_ 
(t) 1964 e. 41, 
4 
Cb, 12, 13 a: 14 Gco 6 e 43. 
(d) SI 1965/145 (1965 t. P 4lM) 
.. Cargo space" means spaces appropriated for cargo, other than mail and 
bullion, and trunks leading to such spaces; 
" Crew space" means crew accommodation within the meaning of the 
Merchant Shipping Act 1948(0); 
.. Control station" includes those spaces in which rawo, main navigating 
or central fire·recorwng equipment or the emergency generator is 
located; 
.. Length" in relation to a registered ship means registered length, and in 
relation to an unregistered ship means the length from the fore part of 
the stem to the aft side of the head of the stern post or, if no stem post 
is fitted to take the rudder, to the fore side of the rudder stock at the 
point where the rudder passes out of the hull; 
" Oil fired boiler" means any boiler wholly or partly fired by liquid ruel not 
being a domestic boiler orIess than 250,000 B.T.U. per hour; 
" Oil fuel unit" means the equipment used for the preparation of oil fuel 
for delivery to the oil burners of al) oil fired boiler and includes the oil 
pressure pumps, filters and heaters; 
,. .. Passenger space" means space provided for the use of passengers; 
.. Passenger steamer" means a steamer carrying more than 12 passengers; 
.. Sailing ship" includes a ship provided with sufficient sail area for 
navigation under sails alone, whether or not fitted with mechanical means 
of propulsion; 
.. Service space" includes galleys, main pantries, laundries, store rooms, 
paint rooms, baggage rooms, mail rooms, bullion rooms, carpenters' and 
plumbers' workshops, and trunkways leawng to such spaces; 
.. Settling tank" means an oil storage tank having a heating surface of 
not less than 2 square feet per ton of oil capacity; 
\ , .. Steamer" includes a srup propelled by electricity or other mechanical W power; 
.. Tanker" means a cargo ship constructed or adapted for the carriage in 
bulk of liquid cargoes of an inflammable nature; 
.. Tons" in relation to the tonnage of a ship means gross tons. 
(3) These Rules apply to-
(0) British ships, except sh..ips registered in a Dominion within the meaning of 
the Statute of Westminster 1931 or in India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Ghana, 
Malaysia, the RepUblic of Cyprus, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, 
Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, Kenya, Malawi, Malta, Zambia, 
The Gambia, the Republic of Ireland or in any territory administered by 
Her Majesty's Government in any such Dominion; 
(b) other ships while they are within any port in the United Kingdom. 
Provided that these Rules shall not apply to-
(i) a ship by reason or her being within a port in the United Kingdom ir 
she would not have been in any such port but for stress of weather or any 
other circumstance that neither the master nor the owner nor the 
charterer (if any) of the ship could have prevented or forestalled; 
(ii) pleasure yachts which are not passenger steamers and are of less than 
45 reet in length. 
(a) 11 & 12 Geo. 6. c. 44. 
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(4) The Interpretation Act 1889(8) shall apply to the InterpreWlion or these 
Rules as It applJes to the interpretJ.uon of an Act of Parliament and 3S If the Rules and the Rules hereby revoked "ere Acts of Pa.rliament. 
(5) The Merchant Shipping (Fire Apphances) Rules 1952(b) are hercb) 
revoked. 
Classification of Ships 
2.-(1) For the purpose or these Rules the s!ups to which th"e Rules apply 
shall be arranged in the following Classes:-
Passenger Steamers 
Class I. Passenger steamers engaged on voyages (not being �hort mter­
national voyages) any of which are long international ,oyage!.. 
Class 1I. Passenger steamers engaged on voyages (not being long inter­
national voyages) any of which are short international voyages. 
Class J/(A). Passenger steamers in respect of wl:uch there is or should be 
in force a certificate entilled .. Passenger Certificate Class lI{A) .. bemg a 
certificate for ships engaged on voyages of any kmd other than mter­
national voyages. 
Class 11/. Passenger steamers in respect of which there is or should be 
in force a certificate entitled .. Passenger Certificate Clas I ll" bemg a 
certificate for ships engaged only on voyages in the COU13e of which they 
are at no time more than 70 miles by sea from their pomt of departure 
and not more than 18 miles from the coast of the nItcd Kingdom, and 
which are at sea only in fine weather and during restncted penods. 
Class IV. Passenger steamers in respect of which there 15 or should be In 
force a certificate entitled .. Passenger Certificate Class I V" belDg a 
cemficate for ships engaged only on voyages 10 partially mooth wate�. 
or In smooth and partially smooth waters. 
Class V. Passenger steamers in respect of which there is or should be In 
force a certificate entitled .. Passenger Certificate Clas V" bemg a 
certificate for ships engaged only on voyages In mooth waters. 
Class VI. Passenger sleame� in respect of which there ift or should be ID 
force a certificate entitled" Passenger Certificate Cla)s VI '0 bemg 3 
cenificate for ships engaged only on voyages With not more than 250 
passengers on board, to sea. in smooth or in partially smooth waters, In 
all cases in fine weather and during restncted penods, ID the course of 
which the ships are at no lime more than 15 miles. exclusivc of any 
smooth waters, from thelt point of departure nor more than 3 miles 
rrom land. 
Class V/(A). Passenger steamers In re'p<Ct or which there IS or should he 
ID rorce a certificate enutled .. Passenger Ceruficate CIas VI(Al" hemg 8 
certificate for ships carrying not more than SO pa scngen for a dJ lance of 
not more than 6 miles on voyages to or rrom isolated communiucJ on 
the ISlands or coast or Scotland, and which do not proceed ror 8 dt tance 
of more than 3 miles from land. 
Ships other l/wn passengu .steamers 
Class Vll. Steamers(otherthan ship or CIas,e, I, VU(A), X, XI and XII) 
and other ships engaged on voyages any of 'Which arc Iona mternallOnal 
voyages. 
(a) 52 & 53 Vict c. 6). tb) S T 19S2'19�{l9�2 n. p IUIi} 
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Class VII(A). Steamers engaged in the whaling industry or employed as fish 
processing or canning factory ships, and steamers engaged in the carriage 
of persons employed in the whaling, fish processing or canning industries. 
Class VIII. Steamers (other than ships of Classes n. IX. X. XI and XII) 
and other ships engaged on voyages (not being long international voyages) 
any of which are short international voyages. 
Class VIII(A). Steamers (other than ships of Classes Il(A) to VJ(A) 
inclusive. IX. IX(A). X. XI and XlI) and other ships engaged only on 
voyages wh.ich are not international voyages. 
Class IX. Tugs and tenders (other than ships of Classes U. U(A). Ill . 
VI and Vl(A), wruch proceed to sea but are not engaged on long inter­
national voyages. 
Class IX(A). Steamers (other than ships of Classes IV to VI inclusive) and 
other ships which do not proceed to sea. 
Class X. Fishing boats other than snips of Classes 1 to VI(A) inclusive. 
Class XI. Sailing ships (other than fishing boats and ships of Class Xli) 
which proceed to sea. 
Class XII. Pleasure yachts (otherthan ships of Classes I to VI(A) inclusive) 
of 45 feet in length or over. 
(2) For the purposes of this Rule the following expressions have the following 
meanings respectively-
.. Long international voyage" means an international voyage which is not a 
short international voyage within the meaning of the Merchant Shipping 
(Safety Convention) Act 1949; 
.. Partially smooth waters" means, as respects any period specified in 
Schedule I to these Rules, the waters of any of the areas specified in the 
third column of that Schedule in relation to that period; 
.. Restricted period" means a period falling wholly within the following 
limits:-
(a) from 1st April to 31st October, both dates inclusive; and 
(b) between one hour before sunrise and one hour after sunset in the case 
of ships fitted with navigation lights conforming to the collision 
regulations, and between sunrise and sunset in the case of any other 
ships; 
.. Sea" does not include any partially smooth waters; 
.. Smooth waters" means any waters not being the sea or partially smooth 
waters, and in particular means waters of any of the areas specified in the 
second column of Schedule 1 to these Rules; 
.. Voyage " includes an excursion. 
PART II-PASSENGER STEAMERS 
SHIPS OF CLASS I 
Fire patrol, A farm and Detection Systems 
3.-(1) (a) In every ship of Class I an efficient patrol system shall be main­
tained so that any outbreak of fire may be promptly detected. 
(b) Manual fire alarms shall be fitted throughout the passenger spaces and 
crew spaces which will enable the fire patrol to give an alarm immediately to 
the navigating bridge or fire control station. 
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(2) In every ship of Class I there shaU be proVIded in any part of the slup 
whicb is not accessible to the fixe patrol a fire detection system complymg With 
the requirements specified in Rule 62 of these Rules. 
(3) The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of paragraph (2) 
of this Rule if they are satisfied that to require comphance therC"1th would be 
unreasonable on account of the short duration of the voyages on wruch the 
ship is engaged. 
Fire pumps, Fire main, JVoler serr;ce pipes, Hydrants, Hoses and" o::les 
4.-(1) Every ship of Class I shall be provided with appliances 10 accordance 
with this Rule whereby at least two jets of water as reqUJIed by these Rules, 
can reach any part of the ship normally accessible to the passengers or crew 
while the ships is being navigated and any store room and any part of any 
cargo space when empty. 
(2) Every ship of Class I of 4,000 tons or over shall be provided with at least 
three fire pumps operated by power and every such ship of under 4,000 lons 
shall be provided with at least two such pumps. Each such pump shall be capable 
of delivering at least onc jet simultaneously from each of any two hydrants, 
hoses and nozzles provided in the ship and shall comply with the requucments 
of Rule 53 of these Rules. 
(3) (a) In every ship of Class I of 1,000 tons or over the arrangement of the 
sea connections, pumps and the sources of power for operallng them sh.a.ll be 
such as will ensure that a tire in any one compartment will not put all the fire 
pumps out of action. 
(b) rf in any ship of Class I of less than 1,000 tons a fire m any one compart­
ment could PUt all the fire pumps out of aeuon there shall be provIded, ID a 
.,position outside the machinery spaces, an independently driven power operated 
emergency tire pump and its source of power and sea connectIOn. Such pump 
shall be capable of producing at least two Jets of water from any two hydran 
and hoses through nozzles which shall comply with Rule SS (4)(h) of these 
Rules, while simultaneously maintaining a pressure of at least 30 pounds per 
square inch at any hydrant in the ship. 
(4) In every ship of Class I there shaU be prOVIded a fire malO, water <e""cc 
pipes, hydrants, hoses and nozzles which shall be so arranged that they comply 
with the requirements of Rules 54 and SS of these Rules when all water-tight 
doors and all doors in bulkheads constructed in accordance with Rule 49(1) 
of the Merchant Shipping (Passenger Ship ConstructIOn) Rule 1965(.) are 
closed. 
(S) In every ship of Class I at least one fire ho e shall be pro"ded for every 
hydrant fitted in compliance with these Rules. 
(6) In every ship of Class I fitted WIth oil-fired bode ... or Intemal combu,uon 
type propelling machinery there shall be provided in each space contalnm, ",ch 
boilers or machinery at least two fire hydrants. one on the port Side and one on 
the starboard side. In addition in any such ship in wttich there is acoe s to the 
machinery space by way of a shaft runnel, a fire hydrant ,hall be provided U1 the 
tunnel at the end adjacent to that space. A 'pray nozzle hall be prOVIded ror 
every fire hose at every hydrant fitted in 'ruch space In comphance With these 
Rules. 
Portable flu extinguishers in Accommodotlon aM Sl'nlU SpnctJ 
5.-{I) In every ship of Class I there shall be prOVIded on ea.c:h deck. ufficlent 
number of ponable fire extmguishers so that at lelUt two of the,e hall be readily 
Co) IS.I. t96SI110l. 
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available for use in every accommodation and service space between watertight 
bulkheads and bulkheads constructed in compliance with Rule 49(1) of the 
Merchant Shipping (Passenger Ship Construction) Rules 1965. Tn enclosed 
accommodation and service spaces above the bulkhead deck at least one such 
extinguisher shall be provided for use on each side of the ship in such spaces. 
In addition at least one portable fire extinguisher and an asbestos blanket 
shall be provided in every galley provided that where the superficial deck area 
of any galley exceeds 500 square feet at least two such extinguishers and two 
such blankets shall be provided. 
(2) Tn every such ship at least one portable fire extinguisher shall be provided 
for use in each control station. 
Fixed fire smothering arrangements in Cargo spaces 
6.-(1) In every ship of Class [of 1,000 tons or over there shall be provided a 
fixed fire smothering gas installation complying with the requirements of Rule 60 
of these Rules which shall be so arranged as to protect every cargo space. 
(2) The Board may exempt any ship from the requirements of this Rule if 
they are satisfied that to require compliance therewith would be unreasonable 
on account of the short duration of the voyages on which the snip is engaged. 
kfachinery spaces containing Oil-fired boilers or oil bUflling equipment 
7.-(1) [n every ship of Class I there shall be provided for the protection of 
any space containing any oil-fired boiler. oil fuel settling tank or oil fuel unit 
at least one of the following fixed fire extinguishing installations:-
(a) a pressure water spraying system complying with the requirements of 
Rule 59 of these Rules; 
(b) a fire smothering gas installation complying with the requirements of 
Rule 60 of these Rules; 
(c) a foam fire extinguisbing installation complying with the requirements of 
Rule 61 of these Rules. 
If the engine and boiler rooms are not entirely separated from each other by a 
bulkhead, or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room, the 
combined engine and boiler rooms shall for the purpose of this paragraph be 
regarded as a single space. 
(2) In addition to the requirements of paragraph (I) of this Rule there shall 
be provided:-
(a) in each boiler room one or more foam fire extinguishers each of at least 
30 gallons capacity or carbon dioxide fire extinguishers each of at least 
100 lb. capacity. The extinguishers shall be sited so as to be readily 
accessible in the event of fire and they shall be sufficient in number to 
enable foam or carbon dioxide to be directed on to any part of the boiler 
room and spaces containing any part of the oil fuel installation; 
(b) in each firing space and in each space which contains any part of any oil 
fuel installation at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for extin­
guishing oil fires; 
(c) in each firing space a receptacle containing at least 10 cubic feet of sand 
or other dry material suitable for quenching oil fires together with a scoop 
for its distribution, or alternatively an additional portable fire extinguisher 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
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Machinery spaces containing Internal Combustion type machinery 
8.--{I) In every ship or Class I there shall he provided ror the protecllon or 
any space containing internal combustion type machinery used for malO propul� 
sio� •. or having in the aggregate a total power of not less than 1 ,000 b.h.p. for 
aUX,tiJary purposes, at least one of the fixed fire exttngujshing installattons 
required by Rule 7(1) or these Rules. 
(2) ID addition to the requirements or paragraph (I) or thIS Rule there shall 
be provided in any such space:-
(a) one foam fire extinguisher of at least 10 gallons capacity or a carbon 
dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity; 
(b) one portable fire extinguisher sUitable for extinguishing oil fires for each 
I,<X>O b.b.p. or part thereof of such machinery but in no event less than two 
such extinguishers; provided that not more than six such extinguishers 
shall be required 10 any such space. 
Machinery spaces containing Steam engines 
9. In every ship of Class I there shall be provided 10 spaces containmg steam 
turbines or enclosed pressure lubncated sleam engines used either for malO 
propulsion, or having in the aggregate a total power of not less than 1 ,000 b.h.p. 
for auxiJjary purposes:-
(a) foam fire extinguishers eacb of at least 10 gallons capacity or carbon 
dioxide fire extinguishers each of at least 3S lb. capacity sufficient ID number 
to enable foam or carbon diOXIde to be directed on to any part of the 
pressure lubrication system and on to any part of the casings enclOSing 
pressure lubricated parts of the turbines, engines or associated geaTlng, 
,r any. 
Provided that such extingUIshers shall nOl be reqUired If eqUivalent 
protection is provided in �uch spaces by a fixed fire extinguishing In t8l1a­
lion fitted ID compliance with Rule 7( 1) or Rule 8(1) or thee Rules; 
(b) one ponable fire extinguisher ror each 1 ,000 b.h,p. or part thereof or 
such machinery, suitable for extinguishing oil fires, but In no event less than 
two such extinguishers, provided that not more than six such extmgulshers 
sball be required in any one such space and provided that such extmgui hers 
shall not be required in addluon to any provided In compilance With 
Rule 8(2) or these Rules. 
Firemen's oUljilS 
IO.--{I) Every ship or Class I shall carry one fireman·, outfit ror each 100 reet 
(or part thereof) of the registered length of the ship, but in no ca� lC)s than t""O. 
Every such outfit shall comply with the requlfemenlS of Rule 63 of these Rul 
and at least two of them shall include breathing apparatus of the air hose type_ 
(2) If in any such ship v.hich carries firemen's outfits contalDlDg only breathing 
apparatus of tbe air hose type an air hose exceedmg 120 feet In length v.ould be 
necessary to reach from the open deck well clear of any hatch or dooNay to 
any pan of the accommodation, service. cargo or machinery space, at lealil t""o 
sets of breathing apparatus of the _ elf-contained type "hall be prOVided ID 
addition. 
International shore connection 
11. Every shJp of Class I of 1 ,000 tons or over shaU be prOVided With at IUlt 
one IOternational shore connection whIch shall comply With the requirement. of 
Rule 56 of thesc Rules to enable water to be supplied from another "hip or from 
the shore to the fire main, and fixed provi'ioion 'hall be made to enabJe luch a 
connection to be used on the port side and on the starboard "ide of the hIp. 
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St-ups OF CLASS 11 
12. Rules 3 to II inclusive of these Rules shall apply to ships of Class 11 as 
they apply to ships of Class l. 
Srnps OF CLASS Il(A) OF 70 FEET IN LENGTII OR OVER 
13. Rule 3(1) and Rules 4 to II inclusive of these Rules shall apply to ships 
of Class Il(A) of 70 feet in length or over as they apply to ships of Class l .  
SHIPS OF CLASS [[(A) OF LESS THAN 70 FEET IN LENGTH 
Fire Pumps, Fire main, Warer service pipes, Hydrants, Hoses lInd Noz:Jes 
14. Every ship of Class Il(A) of less than 70 feet in length shall be provided 
in a position outside the machinery spaces with a hand pump with a permanent 
sea connection, a hose with a i inch diameter nozzle, capable of producing a jet 
of water having a throw of not less than 20 feet which can be directed on to 
any part of the ship, and a spray nozzle. 
Portable fire extinguishers 
15. Every ship of Class II(A) of less than 70 feet in length shall be provided 
with at least one portable fire extinguisher in each of tbe passenger spaces above 
the bulkhead deck, and with at least two such extinguishers in each of the crew 
spaces and of the passenger spaces below that deck. At least one portable fire 
extinguisher shall be available for use in any galley. 
A1achillery spaces comail/jllg Oil-fired boilers or oil burning equipmelll 
16.-(1) In  every ship of Class II(A) of less than 70 feet in length there shall 
be provided in any space containing any oil·fired boiler, oil fuel settling tank or 
oil fuel unit one or more foam fire extinguishers each of at least 10 gallons 
capacity or carbon dioxide extinguishers each of at least 35 Ib capacity. The 
extinguisher, or extinguishers, shall be sited so as to be readily accessible in the 
event of fire and they shall be sufficient in number to enable foam or carbon 
dioxide to be directed on to any part of the boiler room or spaces containing 
any part of the oil fuel installation. 
(2) In addition to the requirements of paragraph (I) of this Rule there shall 
be provided:-
(a) in each firing space and in each space which contains allY part of any oil 
fuel installation at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for extin­
guishing oil fires; 
(b) in each firing space a receptacle containing at least 2 cubic feet of sand or 
other dry material suitable for quenching oil fires together with a scoop for 
its distribution, or alternatively an additional portable fire extinguisher 
suitable for extinguisrung oil fires. 
Atlachinery spaces comoining Internal Combustion type machinery 
17. Every ship of Class I1(A) of 50 feet in length or over but of less than 70 feet 
in length shall be provided in each space containing internal combustion type 
propelling machinery with at least five portable fire ex.tinguishers suitable for 
extinguishing oil fires, and every ship of Class U(A) of less than 50 feet in length 
shall be provided with at least tllree such portable fire extinguishers in such 
spaces. 
SfUPS OF CLASS III OF 70 FEET IN LENGTH OR OVER 
Fire pumps, Fire main, Wafer service pipes, Hydrants, Hoses alld Nozzles 
18.-(1) Every ship of Class 111 of 70 feet in length or over shall be provided 
with appliances in accordance with this Rule whereby at least one jet of water as 
I I 
required by these Rules can reach any part of lhe �Iup normJII) accc,,,,lbJe t() the 
passengers or crew while the ship i� being n3\igJ.tcd Jnd olny ,tore mom ano 
any part of any cargo space \\ hen empty. 
(2) Every such ship shall be prO\ided \\Ith at teas I one fire rump opcr.ttcd 
by power. Each such pump shall be capable of deli\Cnng at kJ\t one Jet of 
water from any fire hydrant, hose and nozzle pro\lded 10 the �lup and ,h..lll 
comply with the requirements of Rule 53 of thc)e Rule,_ 
(3) EHry such ship fined with oil-fired boiler� or mtemal combu'lilln type 
propelling machinery sh.:lll be provided with J.n addJtlunJI fire pump which 
shall be permanently connected to the fire main but which �hall not be reqUired 
to be operated by power. Such pump and ItS source of po\\er. If .In), • .,hall not 
be situated In the same compartment as the pump required by p.lrJp:r.lph (2) 
of this Rule and shall be provided with a permanent �CJ. connection ,UUJled 
outside the maclunery space. I f  such pump i, oper.Hcd by po\\cr It �hJII 
comply with the requirements of paragraph (2) of thi., Rule and If it i, m.lOuJlly 
operated it shall be capable of producing J jet of water ha\mg J throw of n(H 
less than 20 feet from nozzles provided in compliance wllh thi., Rule, 
(4) Every such ship shall be provided With J fire main. \\..Iter ... cnicc pipes. 
hydrants, hoses and nozzles \\hich shall campi} \\jth the rt'4uiremenh of Rule 
54 and 55 of these Rules. 
(S) Every such srup shall be provided with at le.ht onc fire ho,e f()r CHr} 
hydrant fitted in compliance with these Rule . 
(6) E\;ery such srup fitted With oil-fired boilcT\ or IIltcm.11 combu'lion t)pe 
machinery shall be pro\'lded wilh at least one fire hydrant 111 each ,p..lce contain­
ing such boilers or machinery. A spray noule �hall be pro\ldcd for C\er) tire 
base at every hydrant fitted in such spaces In compliance \\ Ith the e Rule . 
Portable fire extinguishers 
19. Every ship of Clas> III of 70 feet in length or o,er ,h.J1I be pro,ided "lIh 
at least one portable fire extinguisher 111 each of the pa ')cngcr 'pace 1100\c the 
bulkhead deck, and with at least two such extlllgul\her 111 e.Jch of the cre\\< 
spaces and orthe pas enger spaces below that deck. At lea.,t onc portdhlc fire 
extinguisher shall be available for use In <lny galley. 
ft.lachinery spaces containing Oil-jired hoiler,r or oil hUrnllH( cqllipmwl 
20.-(1) In every ship of Class III of 70 feet In length or o'er there lull be 
provided for the protection of any space containll1g any Ilil-lired boiler. 011 
fuel settling tank or oil fuel unit at least one of the follu\\lOg fixed fin:extlllgui h­
ing installations:-
(a) a pres ure water spraying system compl}ing with the reqUlrC'mC'nh of 
Rule 59 of these Rules; 
(b) a fire smothering gas installation complYing wuh the requirement of 
Rule 60 of thesc Rules; 
(c) a foam fire exungwshing installation complying With the requJTCm(nl of 
Rule 61 of thesc Rule . 
If the engme and boiler rooms are nol entirely �paraled from each other by p 
bulkhead. or if fuel oil can drain from the boJler room Into the mgme room. the 
combined engine and boiler room slull for the pur"" of th, paragraph be 
regarded as a single space. 
(2) In addition to the requirement of paragraph (I) "fth, Rule the,. h 11 
provided:-
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(a) in each boiler room two or more foam fire extinguishers each of at least 
10 gallons capacity or carbon dioxide fire extinguishers each of at  least 
35tb. capacity. The extinguishers shall be sited so as to be reaclily accessible 
in the event of fire and they shall be sufficient in number to enable foam or 
carbon dioxide to be directed on to any part of the boiler room or spaces 
containing any part of the oil fuel installation; 
(b) in each firing space and in each space which conta.ins any part of any oil 
fuel installation at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for extin­
guisrung oil fires; 
(c) in each firing space a receptable containing at least 5 cubic feet of sand 
or other dry material suitable for quencrung oil fires together with a scoop 
for its distribution, or alternatively an additional portable fire extinguisher 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
Machinery spaces containing Illtemal Combustion type machinery 
21.-(1) In every ship of Class III of 70 feet in length or over there shall be 
provided for the protection of any space containing internal combustion type 
machinery used for main propulsion, or having in the aggregate a total power of 
not less than 1,000 b.h.p. for auxiliary purposes, one of the fixed fire extinguish­
ing installations required by Rule 20(1) of these Rules. 
(2) In adclition to the requirements of paragraph (I) of this Rule there shall 
be provided in any such space:-
(a) one foam fire extinguisher of at least to gallons capacity or a carbon 
dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity; 
(b) one portable fire ex.tinguisher suitable for extinguishing oil fires for each 
1,000 b.h.p. or part thereof of the said machinery, but in no event less 
than two such extinguishers; provided that not more than six: such extin­
guishers shall be required in any such space. 
Firemen's outfits 
22. Every ship of Class III shall carry one fireman's outfit for each 100 feet 
(or part thereof) of the registered length of the ship. Every such outfit shall 
comply with the requirements of Rule 63 of these Rules. 
SHIPS OF CLASS III OF LESS THAN 70 FEET IN LENGTH 
23.-Rules 14 to 17 inclusive of these Rules shall apply to ships of Class It[ of 
less than 70 feet in length as they apply to sltips of Class II(A) of less than 
70 feet in length. 
SHIPS OF CLASS rv OF 70 FEET IN LENGTH OR OVER 
24.--{I) Rules 18 and 19 of these Rules shall apply to ships of Class IV of 
70 feet in length or over as they apply to ships of Class III of 70 feet in length 
or over. 
(2) In every ship of Class IV of70 feet in length or over there shall be provided 
in any space containing any oil-fired boiler, oil fuel settling tank or oil fuel unit, 
one or more foam fire extinguishers each of at least 30 gallons capacity or carbon 
dioxide extinguisbers each of at least 100 lb. capacity. The extinguisher, or 
extinguishers, shall be sited so as to be readily accessible in the event of fire and 
they shall be sufficient in number to enable foam or carbon dioxide to be 
directed on to any part of the boiler room or spaces containing any part of the 
oil fuel installation. 
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(3) In addition to the requirements of paragraph (2) of thi Rule there shall 
be provided:-
(a) in each firing space and in each space \\hich ccntam, any part of any 011 
fuel installation at least two ponable fire cxtmgulroher- uitablc for e\tin­
guishing oil fires; 
(b) in each firing space a receptacle containing at le�t 5 cubic feet of �nd or 
other dry material suitable for quenching oil fires together \\llh a ... coop for 
its distribution, or alternatively an additional portable fire e'tlngui!:ther 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
(4) In every ship of Class I V of70 feet ID length or 0\ cr there shall be proVIded 
in any space containing internal combustion type propelling machinery: -
(a) one foam fire extinguisher of at least 10 gailon) capacity or onc carbon 
dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacit) ; 
(b) one portable fire estioguisher suitable for extinguishlOg oil fires for each 
1,000 b.h.p. or part thereof of the said machinery. but in no event less 
than two such extinguishers; provided that not more than SI'- such 
extinguishers shall be required in any such space. 
SHtPS OF CLASS IV OF LESS THAN 70 FEET IN Lr�GTII 
25. Rules 14 to 17 inclusive of these Rules apply to ,hip, of CI.ss IV of le , 
than 70 feet ID length as they apply to ships of Class JI(A) of le, than 70 feet 
in length. 
SHlPS OF CLASS V 
FULLY·OECKED SIfIPS 
26.-(1) Rule 24 of these Rules shall apply to fully-decked ship' of Cia V 
of 70 feet in length or over as It applies to ship, of la>5 I V of 70 feet 10 length 
or over. 
(2) Rules 14 to 17 inclusive of these Rules .haIl apply to fully-decked ,hip 
of Class V of less than 70 feet ID length as they apply to <hips of I", J I(A) 
of less than 70 feet In length. 
SHLPS l"oOT fULLY-DOCK(D 
27.-(1) Every ship or Class V which IS not fuIly-decked .hall be provided 
with:-
(a) a receptacle containing an adequate quantlly of sand or other dry matenal 
suitable for quenching oil fires; 
(b) a seoop for distobul ng the eontents of the rectptacle; 
(c) the number of portable foam fire extmgui her hoy..n JO Ihe follo","mg 
tahle:-
Lenglh Q/ ,,,. shjp 
Not o\er 30 feet • •  
Ch-er 30 feet but not o\er 50 feet 








(d) in the ease of any ship of 40 f<et m length or o\Cr, t"o fire b""el and 10 
the case of any !.bip of Its!. than 40 feet ID length one fire bud.:cl. un) the 
equipment reqUired by paragraph (2) of thi' Rule" prOVIded. 
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(2) Every ship of Class V which is not fully-decked but is decked in way of 
the machinery spaces shall be provided in a position outside such spaces with 
a hand pump. a hose with a i inch diameter nozzie, capable of producing a jet 
of water having a throw of not less than 20 feet which can be directed on to any 
part of the ship, and a spray nozzle. 
SHIPS OF CLASSES VI AND Vl(A) 
FULLY-DECKED SHIPS 
28.-( 1 )  Rule 24 shall apply to fully-decked ships of Classes VI and VI(A) 
of 70 feet in length or over as it applies to ships of Class IV of 70 feet in length 
or over. 
(2) Rules 14 to 1 7  inclusive of these Rules shall apply to fully-decked ships of 
Classes VI and VI(A) of less than 70 feet in length as tbey apply to ships of Class 
ll(A) of less tban 70 feet in lenglb. 
SHIPS NOT FULLY-DECKED 
29. Rule 27 of these Rules shall apply to ships of Classes VI and VI(A) which 
arc not fully-decked as it applies to ships of Class V which are not fully-decked. 
PART HI-SHIPS OTHER THAN PASSENGER STEAMERS 
SHIPS OP CLASS VII OF 500 TONS OR OVER 
Fire pumps, Fire main, Water senoice pipes, Hydrants, Hoses and Nozzles 
30.-(1 )  Every ship of Class VI! of 500 tons or over shall be provided with 
appliances in accordance with this Rule whereby at least two jets of water as 
required by these Rules can reach any part of the ship normally accessible to 
the passengers or crew while the ship is being navigated. and any slore room 
and any part of any cargo space when empty. 
(2) (a) Every ship of Class VII of 1 ,000 tons or over shall be provided with 
at least two fire pumps operated by power. Each such pump shall be capable 
of delivering at least one jet simultaneously from each of any two fire hydrants, 
hoses and nozzles provided in the ship and shall comply with the requirements 
of Rule 53 of these Rules. 
(b) Every ship of Clas; VII of 500 tons or over but under 1,000 tons shall he 
provided with at least two fire pumps operated by power each of which shall be 
capable of delivering at least one jet of water from any fire hydrant, hose and 
nozzle provided in the ship and shall comply with the requirements of Rule 53 
of these Rules. 
(3) (a) If in any ship of Class VII of 500 toos or over a fire iD any one COID­
partment could put aJl the fire pumps out of action there shall be provided, in a 
position outside the machinery spaces, an independently driven power operated 
emergency fire pump and its source of power and sea connection, provided that 
in any such ship of under 1,000 tons the emergency fire pump may be manually 
operated. 
(b) ]n every such ship of 1 ,000 tons or over the emergency fire pump shall be 
capable of producing at least two jets of water from any of the fire hydrants and 
hoses tbrough nozzles which shall comply witb Rule 55 (4)(b) of these Rules 
while simultaneously maintaining a pressure of at least 30 pounds per square 
inch at any hydrant in the ship. 
(c) In every such ship of 500 tons or over but under 1 ,000 tons, the emergency 
fire pump shall be capable of producing from any of the fire hydrants and hoses 
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in the o;;hip through a nome \\ hlch �ha\l comply \\ nh Rulc 55 (.a)(u) of tht.:�c 
Rules a jet of \\ater havlDg a thro\\ of not Icss than 40 feet. 
(4) (0) In  every ship of Class VII of 500 loos or over lhere shall he proVIded 
a firc main, \\ ater service pipes and hydrants \\ hlch shall comply \\ Ith the require­
ments of Rule 54 of the e Rules. 
(b) (i) [\ery such ship of 1 ,000 tons or o\er shall, tn addition to any hrc ho"C' 
provided in  the machinery spaces, be provided \\ uh at leao;;t onc fire hose for 
each 100 feet length of the ship but In no case less than fi\c ho-.c\ and such ho� 
shall ha\'c a total length of at least 60 per cent of thc Icngth of thc "llIp. In  
additIOn to "uch hoses thcre shall be provided onc "pare (ire ho"e. 
(i i) Every such ship of 500 tons or O\cr but under 1 ,000 Ion" shall 10 addition 
to any fire hoses provided in the machinery spaces, be provided \\ uh at lea ... t 
1\'0 fire hoses having a total length of at lea'it 60 per cent of the length of the 
ship and onc �pare fire hose. 
(r) Tn every such ship of 500 tons or o\-cr filted \\ uh oil-fired boiler". or 
internal combustion type propelling machinery, there o;;hall be providcd tn each 
space containing such boilers or machincry at Icast t\\O firc hydrants onc on thc 
port side and one on the starboard side and In addition \\ herc there IS access to 
the machinery space of any such ship by way ofa shaft tunnel. a firc hydrant shall 
be provided in the tunnel at the end adjacent to that c;pacc. A fire hose and 
�pray nozzle shall be provided at every such firc hydrant. 
Parlah/e fire ext;nguis!tels 
31.  Every ship of Class \,1 1  of 500 tom, or 0\ r .. hall tx pn.)\lded \\lIh Cl 
�ufficient number of portablc fire utinguiCihcrs to cn\urc that at lea\( onc \uch 
extinguisher \\ill be readily available for use in any part of the accommodation 
or service spaces. The number of such e�tinguisher\ �hall not be I than h\c 
in a ship of 1 ,000 tons or over and not le"s than thrcc In a hip of 500 ton or 
over but under 1 ,000 tons. 
Fiud jire smothering orrongemellls /11 CarKo fpace, 
32. ( I )  In e\-cry ship of Cl as 50 VII of2,OOO ton� or o\-c;r there: shall he pro\ldcd 
a fixed fire c;molhering gas installation complYing \\lIh the reqUIrement of 
Rule 60 of these Rules \\hich "hall be so arranged a� to protecl e\ery cargn 
space. 
Provided that subject la the pro\ Ic;ion\ of Rule 52( 1 )  and Rule 60 of thcse: 
Rule:�, steam may be substituted for fire \motherinp pa!l 1 0  any \uch lO ... tall3tlon 
and provided that in any tanker. a fixed installation dl<oC'harglOg foam externally 
and through SUitable mobile sprayers Internally to the liqUid car�o lank and 
complYing With the requirements of Rule 61(2) Oflhc.�c Rule may be .. ub tlluled 
for the fixed fire smothering gas installation reqUIred by th,' Rulc. 
(2) The Board may e�empt any "hip from the r(qU1f(�mC'nl of the prcccdlO� 
paragraph to provide a rued fire' limothenng ga or learn In tallauon In th .. 
cargo holds of the ship, not being the tankli ofa tanl...er, If they are uw-,fied that 
(u) the holds therein are pro\-Ided \\olth ... teel hat<:h co\ers and cff«lI\e mean 
of clo�lng all \-entiJators and olher openings leadJng to the hold�. or 
(b) the ship 's conc;tructed for, and employed .olely to, the c&rrla or ore. 
coal or grain:  or 
(c) to requIre compliance \\Ith the requlrcmentj or the afor Id paragraph 
\\ould be unreasonable on account of the hon duration of tbe \10)'3 
on ",hlch the ship IS engaged. 
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Machinery spaces cOflloinillg Oil . .ftred boilers or oil bumillg equipment 
33.-(1 )  I n  every ship of Class VII of 500 tons or over there shall be provided 
for the protection of any space containing any o il·fired boiler, oil f uel settling 
tank or oil fuel unit at least onc of the following fixed fire ext inguishing 
installations:-
(a) a pressure water spraying system co mplying with the requirements of 
Rule 59 of these Rules; 
(b) a fire smothering gas installat ion complying with the requirements of 
Rule 60 of these R ules; 
(c) a foam fire extinguishing installation complying with the requirements of 
Rule 6 1  of these R ules. 
Provided that in any such ship of 500 tons or over but under 1,000 tons a 
fixed fire smothering steam installation complying with the requirements of 
Rule 60 of these R ules may be provided in lieu of any of the above installations. 
If the engine room and boiler rooms are not entirely separated from each other 
by a bulkhead, or if f uel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room, 
the combined engine and boiler room shall for the purpose of this paragraph 
be regarded as a single space. 
(2) In addition to the requirements of paragraph (I) of this Rule there shall 
be prov ided: -
(a) in each boiler room one foam fire ext inguisher of at least 10 gallo ns 
capacity or a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity if 
the number of burners therein is  five or more. If the number of burners in 
the boiler room is less then five there shall be provided for each burner 
therein onc portable fire extinguisher suitable for extinguishing oil fires; 
(b) in  each firing space and in  each space which co ntains any part of any oil 
f uel installation at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for extin­
guishing oil fires, in addition to any which may be carried in compliance 
with the preceding sub·paragraph; 
(c) in each firing space a receptacle containing, in a ship of J ,000 tons or over, 
10 cubic feel, or in a ship of 500 tons or over but under 1,000 tons, S cubic 
feet of sand or other dry material suitable for q uenching oil fires together 
with a scoop for its distribution, or alternatively a n  additional portable fire 
extinguisher suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
(3) J f in any ship of Class VII of 500 tons or over but under 1 ,000 tons a fixed 
fire smothering steam installation is  fitted in compliance with the proviso co n­
tained in  paragraph ( 1 )  of this Rule and steam is  supplied by water-tube boilers 
there shall i n  addition be provided for the protection of the boiler room and 
spaces containing the oil fuel installat ion one foam fire extinguisher of at least 
30 gallons capacity or a carbon dioxide fire exting uisher of at least 100 lb. 
capacity. 
Machinery Spaces containing illlemal Combllstion type machinery 
34.-( I) I n every ship of Class V II of 500 tons or over there sball be provided 
for the protection of any space containing internal combustion type machinery 
used for main propulsion, or having in  the aggregate a total power of not less 
than 1,000 b.h.p. for auxiliary purposes, at least one of the fixed fire extinguishing 
installations required by R ule 33( 1 )  of these Rules. 
Provided that in any sllch shi p  of 500 tons or over but under 1,000 tons a 
fixed fire smothering steam installation complying with the req uirements of 
Rule 60 of these R ules may be provided in lieu of any of the said installations. 
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(2) In addition to the requirements or paragraph ( 1 )  or thIS Rule there ,hall 
be provided in any such space: -
(0) onc foam fire e'\tinguisher of at least 10  galJon� capacHy or 3 achoD 
dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity; 
(b) one portable fire e\tinguisher suitable for extinguishmg 011 fires for each 
1 ,000 b.b.p. or part thereof of such machinery but In no nent less than 1\\ 0 
such extinguishers; prO\'ided that not more than six such cxtlnguishers 
shall be required in any such space . 
• �fachilJer)· spaces containing Steam engines 
35. In every ship of Class VU of 500 lOns or Q\cr there shall be prm ldcd In 
spaces containing steam turbines or enclosed pressure lubricated steam cngincli 
used either for main propulsion, or having in the aggregate a total po\\cr of not 
less than 1 ,000 b.h.p. for auxiliary purposes:-
(a) foam fire extinguishers each of at least 10  gallons capacity or carbon 
dioxide fire extinguishers each of at least 35 lb. capacity sufficient 111 number 
to enable foam or carbon djoxide to be directed on to any part of the 
pressure lubrication system and on to any part of the casings enclosing 
pressure lubricated parts of the turbines, engine� or as�ocialed gCJnng, If 
any. 
Pro" ided that such e"tinguisher� shall not be required If equivalent pro­
tection is provided in such spaces by a fi'ICed fire extmguishmg installation 
fitted in compliance "ilb Rule 33(1) or Rule 34(1) or the<e Rules; 
(b) one portable fire extinguisher, for each 1 ,000 b.h.p. or part thereof of such 
machinery, suitable for e;(tinguishmg oil fires, but m no e ... ent le s than 1"0 
such c;(tmguishers, provided that not more than six such c'I(tmguishcrs cohall 
be required in any one such space and provided that such c'I(llOgulshcrs -;hall 
not be required in addition to any provided m compliance '''Ith Rule 34(2) 
of these Rules. 
Firemen's OUtjilS 
36.-( 1) ["cry ship of Class VU of 500 tons or O\cr �hall carry hremcn'� 
outfits \vhich shall comply ""ith the requirements of Rule 63 of these Rules 10 
accordance with the folloy, ing scalc:-
Tonnage of the ship 
500 but under 2 .500 
2,500 but under 4,000 • •  
• 
Numher of outfits 
I 
. . . 2 
4,000 and over . 3 
(2) Al least one such oulfit carried ID any !ouch !ihlp !ohall lDcludc a breathmg 
apparatus of the air hose type:. 
(3) If in any such shjp �hjch carries firemen's outfits conlalOlOg only breathmg 
apparatus of the air ho� t}PC an air ho� exceedmg 1 10 fcct in length "ould he 
necessary to reach from the open deck \\ell clear of any hatch or doof"-a) lO any 
part of the accommodallon. �f'\;ice. cargo or machlOC:ry "paces. at lea! t ont 
breathing apparatus of the �elr-contalOed type �hall be J'lTo",dcd m addltl n. 
Internatim1al shore connection 
37. Every ship or Class VII or 1 ,000 ton or o'er h.1I be pro"dcd \\.th .t 
least onc international .. hare connection �hich hall comply l'ouh lhe requlre� 
ments of Rule 56 of th�e Rules to enable \\-ater 10 be supplied from another 
ship or from the cohore to the fire main. and fixed prOVI!ilon .hall be made to 
enable such a connection to be used on the port coide and on the tarboard Ide 
or the sh.p. 
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SHIPS OF CLASS VU OF UNDER Soo TONS 
38.-(1) This Rule app�es to sltips of Class VI[ of under SOO tons. 
(2) (a) Every such ship shall be provided with appliances in accordance with 
tltis Rule whereby at least one jet of water as required by these Rules can reach 
any part of the ship normally accessible to the passengers or crew wh.ile the ship 
is being navigated, and any store room and any part of any cargo space when 
empty. 
(b) Every such shi p  shall be provided with at least one fire pump operated 
by power which shall be capable of delivering at least onc jet of water from any 
fire hydrant, hose and nozzle provided in the ship, and which shall comply with 
the requirements of Rule S3 of these Rules. 
(c) In every such ship fitted with oil-fired hoilers or internal combustion type 
propelling machinery there shall be provided in a position outside the spaces 
containing such boilers or macilinery an additional fire pump and its source of 
power and sea connection. If such pump is operated by power, it shall comply 
with the requirements of the preceding sub-paragraph and if it is manually 
operated, it shall be provided with a hose and i inch diameter nozzle through 
which it shall be capable of producing a jet of water having a throw of not less 
than 20 feet which can be directed on to any part of the ship. 
(d) In every such ship there shaU be provided a fire main, water service pipes 
and hydrants which shall comply with the requirements of Rule 54 of these 
Rules and at least three fire hoses. 
(e) In every such ship fitted with oil-fired boilers or internal combuslion 
type propelling machinery there sball be provided a spray nozzle suitable for 
use with the fire hoses required by the preceding sub-paragraph. 
(3) Every such ship shall be provided with at least three portable fire extin· 
guishers so situated as to be readily available for use in the accommodation and 
semce spaces. 
(4) In every ship to wltich this Rule app�es there shall be provided for the 
protection of any space containing any oil-fired boiler, oil fuel settling tank or 
oil fuel unit at least one of the following fixed fire extinguishing instaUations:­
(a) a pressure water spraying system complying with the requirements of 
Rule S9 of these Rules; 
(b) a fire smothering gas or steam installation complying with the require­
ments of Rule 60 of these Rules; 
(c) a foam fire extinguishing installation complying with the requirements of 
Rule 61 of these Rules. 
rf the engine and boiler room are not entirely separated from each other by a 
bulkhead, or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room, 
the combined engine room and boiler room shall, for the purpose of this para­
graph, be regarded as a single space. 
(5) In addition to the requirements of paragraph (4) of this Rule there shall 
be provided :-
(a) in each boiler room and in each space which contains any part of any 
oil fuel installation, at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for 
extinguishing oil fires ; 
(b) in each firing space, a receptacle containing at least 5 cubic feet of sand 
or other dry material suitable for quenching oil fires togelher with a scoop 
for its distribution, or alternalively an additional portable fire ex.tinguisher 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
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(6) In every ship to which thi� Rule applies there �hall be pTO\lded m Jny 
space containing internal combustion type machinery one portable fire exlJn­
guisher suitable for extmguishing oil fires for each 100 b.h.p. or part thereof 
of such machmery, except that no more than seven �uch eXlinguisher!t �hall 
be required in any one space and that alternati\ely there m�1.y be pro\ Ided l\�o 
such exlinguisher� together with elther-
(i) one foam fire extingUisher of at least 10 gallons capacity, or 
(ii) one carbon dio'-.idc fire extinguisher of at least 3S lb. capacity. 
(7) Every ship to which this Rule applies shall be pro\lded with at le"'t one 
fireman's outfit which shall comply with the requirements of Rule 63 of these 
Rules and wh.ich shall contain a breathing apparatus of the Jir ho:,e type, 
SHIPS OF CLASS VII(A) 
39.-(1) Rules 30 to 37 inclusive of these Rules shall apply to every ,hip oJ' 
Class Vll(A) of 500 tons or over wltich is employed as a whale factory slup, or 
a fish processing or canning factory ship, or which is engaged m the carriage of 
persons engaged in  the whaljng. fish processing or canning mdustne:" J.!, they 
apply to ships of Class VI[ of 500 tons or over. 
(2) Rules 45 to 49 inciusive of these Rules shall apply to ,lup' of Cl as> VII(A) 
other than those ships specified in paragraph (I)  of thIS Rule a, they apply to 
ships of Class X. 
Stiles or CLASS VlJl 
SHIPS OF 1,000 TONS OR OVER 
40. Rules 30 and 3 1  and Rules 33 to 37 inclu>lVe of these Rules shall apply to 
ships of Class Vlll of 1 ,000 tons or over as they apply to ,h.ps of Class VII  
of 1,000 tons or over. In addition Rule 32 shall apply to tanker) of lass VIII 
of 2,000 tons or over. 
SHIPS OF SOO TOl"oiS OR OVER BUT Ul'iDER 1,000 TOJ-;S 
41.-{1) Titis Rule applies to ships of Class V[II of 500 to"' or over but under 
I ,<X>O tons. 
(2) (a) Every slup to which tlus Rule app"es shall be provided w.tit apphance 
in accordance with this Rule whereby at least two jets of water as required by 
these Rules can reach any pan of the ship normally a.c«ssible to the passengers 
or crew wrule the ship is being navigated and any More room and any pan of 
any cargo space when empty. 
(b) Every such slup shall be provided "'''h at least two fire pump, operated 
by power one of wltich may be driven by the main engine. Each !tuch pump hall 
be capable of de)jvering at least onc jet of water from any fire hydrant. hOM: and 
nozzle provided in the slup and shall comply With the requirement> of Rule S3 
of these Rules. 
(c) If in any such ship fitted with oil-fired boiler or IOtemal combu,uon type 
propelling machinery a fire m anyone compartment could put all the fire pumps 
out of action, there shall be pro,,;ded, m a po)lllOn out Ide the machJncry spacei, 
an emergency fire pump and Its source of po",er and ita connection. Such 
pump may be operated by power or manually, and ,hall be capable of producrng 
from any of the fire hydrants and hoses provided ID the .lup, through a nozzle 
which shall comply with Rule 55 (4) Ca) of the.e Rule , • jet of water having a 
throw of not less than 40 feet. 
(d) In every such ship there shall be provided a fire m::t.in, water service pipes 
and hydrants which shall comply with the requirements of Rule 54 of these 
Rules. 
(e) Every such ship shaU, in addition to any fire hose provided in the machinery 
spaces, be provided with at least two fire hoses having a total length of at least 
60 per cent of the length of the ship and one spare fire hose. 
(f) In every such ship fitted with oil-fired boilers or internal combustion type 
propelling machinery there shall be provided in each space containing such 
machinery at least one fire hydrant. A fire hose and spray nozzle shall be 
provided at every such hydrant. 
(3) Every ship to which this Rule applies shall be provided with at least three 
portable fire extinguishers so situated as to be readily available for use in the 
accommodation and service spaces. 
(4) In every ship to which this Rule applies there shall be provided for tbe 
protection of any space containing any oil-fired boiler, oil fuel senling tank or 
oil fuel unit, at least one of the following fixed fire extinguishing installations:­
(a) a pressure water spraying system complying with the requirements of 
Rule 59 of these Rules; 
(6) a fire smothering gas or steam installation complying with the require­
ments of Rule 60 of tbese Rules; 
(c) a foam fire extinguishing installation complying with the requirements of 
Rule 6 1  of these Rules. 
If the engine room and boiler rooms are not entirely separated from each other 
by a bulkhead, or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine 
room, the combined engine room and boiler room shall, for the purpose of this 
paragraph, be regarded as a single space. If a fixed fire smothering steam instal­
lation is fitted in compliance with the requirements of sub-paragraph (6) of 
this paragraph and sleam is supplied only by water-tube boilers there shall be 
provided for the protection of the boiler room and spaces containing the oil 
fuel installation one foam fire extinguisher of at least 30 gallons capacity or 
a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 100 lb. capacity. 
(5) In addition to the requirements of paragraph (4) of this Rule there shall 
be provided:-
(a) in each boiler room, if the number of burners therein is five or more. one 
foam fire extinguisher of at least to gallons capacity or a carbon dioxide 
fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity. If the number of burners is 
less than five there shall be provided for each burner therein one portable 
fire extinguisher suitable for extinguishing oil fires; 
(6) in each firing space, and in each space which contains any part of any oil 
fuel installation, at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for 
extinguishing oil fires in addition to any such extinguishers which may be 
carried in compliance with the preceding sub�paragraph; 
(c) in each firing space, a receptacle containing at least 5 cubic feet of sand or 
other dry material suitable for quenching oil fires together with a scoop for 
its distribution, or alternatively an additional portable fire extinguisher 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
(6) In every sbip to which this Rule applies there shall be provided in any 
space containing internal combustion type machinery used for main propulsion, 
or having in the aggregate a total power of not less than 250 b.h.p. for auxiliary 
purposes, one foam fire extinguisher of at least 10 gallons capacity or a carbon 
dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity. 
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(7) I n  every ship to which this Rule applies there shall be provided In any 
space containing internaJ combustion type: machinery one portable fire e\­
tinguisher suitable for extinguishing oil fires for each 100 b.h.p. or part thereof 
of such machinery, provided that no more than si.x such extingUishers shall be 
required in any such space. 
(8) Every ship 10 which this Rule applies shall be provided with at Icast one 
fireman's outfit \\hich shall comply with the requirements of Rule 63 of these 
Rules, and which shall contain a breathing apparatus of the air ho�e type. 
SHIPS or 1 50 TONS OR OVER BUT UNDER 500 TONS 
42.-(1)  This Rule applies to ships of Class VII!  of I SO tons or ovcr but under 
500 tons. 
(2) (a) Evcry ship to which this Rule applies shall be provided " ith appliance; 
in accordance with this Rule whereby at least one jet of water as required by 
these Rules can reach any part of the ship normally accessible to the passengers 
or crew while the ship is being navigated and any store room and any part of 
any cargo space when empty. 
(b) Every such ship shall be provided " i th at least onc fire pump operated by 
power which shall be capable of deli\ering at least one Jet of \\ater from any 
fire hydrant, hose and nozzle provided in the ship and \\-hich shall comply \\-Ith 
the requirements of Rule 53 of these Rules. 
(c) In e\-'ery such ship fitted \\ith oil-fired bOilers or mternal combustion type 
propelling machinery, if the pump required by the precedmg sub-paragraph 
and Its source of PO\\ er and sea connection are not Situated outside sp3ce� 
containing such boilers or machinery, there shall be provided in a posItion 
outside such spaces an additional fire pump and Its source of poy.er and sea 
connection. If such pump is operated by power, It shall comply with tbe 
requirements of the preceding sub-paragrapb and if It is manually operated. It 
sball be provided with a hose and i inch diameter nozzle through which It 
shall be capable of producing a jet of water having a throw of not less than 
20 feel which can be directed on to any part of the ship. 
(d) I n every such ship there shall be provided a fire main. water service pipes 
and hydrants which shall comply with the requirements of Rule 54 of these 
Rules and at least two fire hoses. 
(e) In every such ship fitted \\itb oLl-fired boilers or internal combustion type 
propelling machinery there shaU be provided a spray noule sUitable for u!tC 
with the fire hoses required by the preceding sub-paragraph. 
(3) Every shIp to wluch this Rule appbes shall be pro"ded "'''h at lea't t"o 
portable fire extmgUlshers so situated as to be readily available for U!Oe ID the 
accommodation and service spaces. 
(4) In every shIp to ",hich tlus Rulc applle. there shall be provIded for the 
protection of any space containing any Oil-fired bOIler, oil fuel sctthng tank or 
oil fuel unit at least one of the follo\\ing 6.x.ed fire extingui hing ID tallatlon . 
(0) a pressure \\-ater spraying sy�tem complying \\-Ith the requiremenu of 
Rule 59 of these Rules; 
(b) a fire smothering gas or steam jn�tallation complying \\-Ith the require-­
menlS of Rule 60 or th"", Rules; 
(l") a foam fire eXllnguishing installation complying \\Ith the requJrcmcolJ of 
Rule 61 of the;e Rule •. 
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I f  the engine and boiler rooms are not entirely separated from each other by a 
bulkhead, or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room, the 
combined engine room and boiler room shaH, for the purpose of this paragraph, 
be regarded as a single space. 
(5) In addition to the requirements of paragrapb (4) of this Rule, there shall 
be provided:-
(a) in each boiler room and in each space which contains any part of any oil 
fuel installation, at least two portable fire extinguishers suitable for 
extinguishing oil fires; 
(b) in each firing space, a receptacle containing at least 5 cubic feet of sand or 
other dry material suitable for quenching oil fires together with a scoop 
for its distribution, or alternatively an additional portable fire extinguisher 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
(6) In every ship to which this Rule applies there shall be provided in any 
space containing internal combustion type machinery one portable fire ex­
tinguisher suitable for extinguishing oil fires for each 100 b.h.p. or part thereof 
of such machinery, except that no more than seven such fire extinguishers �ball 
be required in any one space and that alternatively there may be provided two 
such extinguishers together with either-
(a) one foam fire extinguisher of at least 10 gallons capacity; or 
(b) one carbon dioxide fire extinguisher of at least 35 lb. capacity. 
(7) Every ship to which this Rule applies shall be provided with at least one 
fireman's axe. 
SHIPS OF UNDER 1 50 TONS 
43.-(1) This Rule applies to ships of Class VlIl of under 150 tons. 
(2) (a) Rule 42(2) of tbese Rules shall apply to every ship to whicb this 
Rule applies of 70 feet in length or over, except that the fire pump required by 
Rule 42(2)(b) may be driven by the main engine. 
(b) Every ship to wbicb tbis Rule applies of less than 70 feet in length shall be 
provided in a position outside the macbinery spaces with a hand pump with a 
permanent sea connection, a hose with a i inch diameter nozzle capable of 
producing a jet of water having a throw of not less than 20 feet which can be 
directed on to any part of the ship, and in addition a spray nozzle suitable for 
use with the hose, provided that in any ship of less than 30 feet in length or in 
any open ship of less than 70 feet in length, two fire buckets one of which shall 
be fitted with a lanyard may be substituted for such equipment but such buckets 
shall not be required in addition to buckets provided in compliance with 
paragraph (3) of this Rule. 
(3) Every ship to which this Rule applies sball be provided witb portable 
fire extinguishers or with fire buckets in accordance with the following table:-
Lenglh of ship .Minimum number of 
in feel eXlinguishers or buckels 
Under 70 feet . . .  2 
70 feet or over . . .  . . .  . . .  3 
When fire buckets are provided at least one shall be fitted with a lanyard. 
(4) In addition to the requirements of paragrapb (3) of this Rule every ship 
to which this Rule applies which is fitted with oil-fired boilers or internal 
combustion type propelling machinery shall be provided with portable fire 
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eAtinguishcrs sUitable for extinguishing 011 fires 10 accordance \\uh the following 
table:-
Length of ship 
in feel 
oder 20 feet . .  . 
20 feel or O\;er . .  . . . . 




(5) E,ery ship to \\ hich this Rule applies of 30 feet 10 length or 0' er \\ hlch IS 
fitted ",ith oil-fired boilers or internal combustion type propelling machlOcry 
shall, if It is mainly or ",hoUy constructed of ",ood and is decked in \\ay of the 
machinery space, be provided with means outside the space for rapidly InJeclmg 
into the machinery space a quantity of fire smothering gas equi\alcnt to at least 
60 per cent of the gross volume of that space, or in the case of any such ship 
where the machinery space is bounded by steel bulkheads the quantity of fire 
smothering gas shall be equivalent to at least 40 per cent of the gross volume of 
the space; provided that in such a ship to which this Rule applies of less than 
70 feet in length there may be substituted a water spraying system supplied from 
a band pump and a permanent sea connection situated outside the machinery 
space \\hieh may be the hand pump and the sea connection referred to In 
paragraph (2)(b) of this Rule. Such pump shall be connecled by fixed plptng 
to a sufficient number of water spraying nozzles suitably sitcd In the machinery 
space and capable of extinguishing oil fires. 
(6) E,ery ship to which this Rule applies being a fully-decked shIp of 70 feel 
in length or o\er shall be provided with a fireman's axe. 
SHIPS OF CLASS VIlI(A), rx AND rx(A) 
44. (I) Rules 40 10 43 tnclume of these Rules .hall apply to <hIp, of Clas",s 
V I l I(A). IX and IX(A) as they apply to shIps of Class VII I.  
(2) The Board may exempl aoy sh,p of Classes VIIl(A) and IX(A). and any 
ship of Class IX which is under 500 tons or "'hjcb IS not engaged on an 1D1er� 
national voyage, from any of tbe requirements of these Rules. 
SHIPS OF CLASS X 
SHIPS OF 1 ,000 TONS OR OYER 
45. Rules 30 and 3 1  and Rules 33 to 36 incluSIve of the e Rule. ,hall apply 10 
ships of Class X of 1 ,000 tons or over as Ihey apply to 'hIps of Cia. VII of 
1 ,000 tons or over. 
SHIPS OF 500 TOl'oS OR OVER Du'T l"'OlR 1 .000 10 S 
46. Rule 4 I of these Rules shall apply to shIps of Cl" X of 500 ton, or o'er 
but under 1 ,000 toos as It applies to shIps of Cia, VIIl of 500 ton, or mer but 
under 1 .000 tons. 
SHIPS OF J 50 TO�S OR OVER. at T IJ!'\O£R 500 TO 
47.-{1 ) Subject to the proviSloos of paragraph (2) of th, Rule, Rule 42 of 
the.e Rules ,hall apply to ships ofOas X of 1 50  ton or over but under 500 ton . 
as it applies to shJps of Class VIJI  of I SO  tons or o\er but under SOO tons. 
(2) I n every such ship of Class X mainly or "holly con tructed of "ood Ihere 
shall be pro\ided for the protection of the macblDery �pace a fi�ed fire mother· 
109 gas Installation complying wilh the requuements of Rule 60 of these Rule 
exeept that the quantity of lire .mothenng gas provIded hall be eqUIvalent to 
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at least 60 per cent of the gross volume of the machinery space, or in the case 
of any such ship where the machinery space is bounded by steel bulk heads the 
quantity of fire smothering gas shalt be equivalent to at least 40 per cent of the 
gross volume of that space. 
SHIPS OF UNDER 1 50 TONS 
48. Rule 43 of thcse Rules shall apply to ships of Class X of under 1 50 tons as 
it applies to ships of Class VII I  of under 1 50 tons. 
49. The Board may exempt any ship of Class X from any of the requirements of 
these Rules. 
SHIPS OF CLASS XI 
50.-( 1 )  Rules 40 to 43 inclusive of these Rulcs shall apply to ships of Class 
Xl as thcy apply to ships of Class VlII.  
(2) The Board may exempt any ship of Class X l  from any of the requirements 
of these Rules. 
SHIPS OF CLASS XII 
51.--{1 )  Rules 40 to 42 inclusive of these Rules shall apply to ships of Class X I I  
of I SO lons or over as they apply to ships of Class VII I  of I SO tons or over. 
(2) (a) Every ship of Class XII of under 1 50 tons and of 70 fect in length or 
over shall be provided with appliances in accordance with this RuJe whereby 
at least one jet of water as required by these Rules can reach any part of the 
ship normally accessible to the passengers or crew while the ship is being 
navigated and any store room and any part of any cargo soace when empty. 
(b) Every such ship shall he provided with at least one fire pump operatcd by 
power which may be driven by the main engine and which shall be capable of 
delivering at least one jet of water from any fire hydrant, hose and nozzle 
provided in the ship and which shall comply with the requirements of Rule 53 
of these Rules. 
(c) In every such ship fitted with oil-fired boilers or internal combustion type 
propelling machjnery, if the pump required by the preceding sub-paragraph 
and its source of power and sea connection are not situated outside spaces 
containing such boilers or machinery, there shall be provided in a position 
outside such spaces an additional fire pump and its source of power and sea 
connection. If such pump is operated by power, it shall comply with the re­
quirements of the preceding sub-paragraph and if it is manually operated, it 
shall be provided with a hose and i inch diameter nozzle through which it shall 
be capable of producing a jet of water having a throw of not less than 20 feet 
which can be directed on to any part of the ship. 
(d) In every such ship there shall be provided a fire main, water service pipes 
and hydrants which shall comply with the requirements of Rule 54 of these 
Rules and at least two fire hoses. 
(e) I n every such ship fitted with oil-fired boilers or internal combustion type 
propelling machinery there shall be provided a spray nozzle suitable for use 
with the fire hoses required by the preceding sub-paragraph. 
(3) Every ship of Class XII of under 150 tons and of les; than 70 feet in length 
shall be provided in a position outside the machinery spaces with a hand pump 
with a permanent sea connection, a hose with a nozzle at least t inch in diameter 
capable of producing a jet of water having a throw of not less than 20 feet 
which can be directed on to any part of the ship. and in addition a spray nozzle 
suitable for use with the hose, provided that in any sllch ship of less than SO feet 
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in length and in any open ship of less than 70 feet in length two fire buckets onc:: 
of \\ hich shall be fitted with a lanyard may be substituted for such equipment 
but such buckets shaH not be required in addition to buckets prO\ ided in 
compliance \I ith paragraph (4) of this Rule. 
(4) Every ship of Class XII of under 150 tons shall he pro\lded \1 1th portable 
fire extinguishers or with fire buckets in accordance \\lth the folio" 109 lable:-
Length of ship l&finimum number of 
ill feel eXflilguishers or buckets 
Under 70 feet . . .  2 
70 feet or over . . .  . . 3 
When fire buckets are provided at least one shall be filted \\ Ilh a lanyard. 
(5) In addition to tbe requirements of paragrapb (4) of this Rule every ship 
of Class Xli  of under 1 50 Ions which is fitted with oil·fired boilers or Internal 
combustion type propelling machinery shall be provided \\ Ith t" 0 portable 
fire extinguishers suitable for extinguishing oil fires. 
(6) Every ship of Class XII of under 150 tons being a fully decked ship of 
70 feet in length or over shall be provided with a fireman's <U.e. 
(7) Tbe Board may exempt aoy sbip of Class XII from any of the reqUire­
ments of these Rules. 
PART rV-GEr-.'ERAL 
Additional requirements for ships carrying Explosi"es 
52.-(1) Where aoy ship to which tbese Rules apply, other than a ship carrytng 
more than 12  passengers, carries explosives of such nature or in such quanLJty 
as are not peTDlltted to be carried in a passenger steamer by Rule 10(1) of the 
Merchant Shipping (Daogerous Goods) Rules 1965(0) steam shall not he used 
for fire smothering purposes in any companment cont.airung explosive!i and 
in any such compartment contairung explosives and in every adjacent cargo 
compartment there shall be provided a fire detection sy�tem complying with the 
requirements of Rule 62 of these Rules or a smoke detection system. 
(2) For the purposes of this Rule, .. compartment " means aJl spaces con­
tained between two adjacent permanent bulkheads and includes the lower hold 
and all cargo spaces above it. The whole of any shelter deck space not sub­
divided by steel bulkheads the openings in which can be closed by steel c\o,mg 
plates shall for the purpose of Uus Rule be considered as a single space. Where 
steel bulkheads with openings closed by steel cJo!img plates are fitted, tne enclo"ed 
spaces in the shelter deck shall be considered as part of the compartment or 
compartments below. 
Fire pwnps 
53.-(1) (a) In every passenger steamer to wluch these Rule apply whIch " 
required by these Rules to be provided with fire pump oprrated by power, 
such fire pumps (other thao any emergency fire pump) hall togcther he capable 
of delivering for fire fighting purposes a quantJty of water, under the con­
ditions and at the pressure specified In Rule 54 of the"e Rulei, of not le than 
two thirds of the quanuty required to he dealt ,,"h by the bIlge pump. prOVIded 
m the ,lup ID comphance WIth Part III of the Merchant Shippmg (Pa.uenger 
Ship Construction) Rules 1965. 
(b) In every ship, other than a passenger teamer, to which these Rulct apply 
which is required by these Rules to be providr.:d with fire pumps operated by 
power, such fire pumps (other than any emergency fire pump) hall together be 




capable of delivering for fire fighting purposes a quantity of water, under the 
conditions and at the pressure specified in Rule 54 of these Rules, wruch shall 
not be less than the quantity obtained from the following formula :-
Quantity of water in tons per hour = Cd' 
\Vhere:-
(i) C = 5 for ships required to be provided with morc than one fire 
pump (excluding any emergency fire pump) and C = 2.5 for ships 
required to be provided with only one fire pump, and 
(ii) d = I + J L (B + D) 2500 
where 
to the nearest 1 
L = length of the srup in feet on the summer load waterline from 
the foreside of the stem to the afterside of the rudder post. Where 
there is no rudder post, the length is measured from the foreside of 
the stem to the axis of the rudder stock. For ships with cruiser 
stems, the length shall be taken as 96 per cent of the tOL1.l length on 
the designed summer load waterline or as the length from the fore­
side of the stem to the axis of the rudder stock if that be the greater: 
B = greatest moulded breadth of the ship in feet; and 
D = moulded depth of the ship in feet measured to the bulkhead 
deck amidships; 
Provided that in any such ship the total capacity of the fire pumps for fire 
fighting purposes shall not be required to exceed 1 80 tons per hour. 
(2) Every fire pump required by these Rules to be operated by power shall, 
except as expressly provided otherwise in these Rules, be operated by a means 
other than the srup's main engines. Fire pumps provided in compliance with 
these Rules may be sanitary, ballast, bilge or general service pumps provided 
that they are not normally used for pumping oil and that if they are subject to 
occasional duty for the transfer or pumping of oil, suitable change-over arrange­
ments are fitted and operating instructions are conspicuously displayed at the 
change-over position. 
(3) (a) In every ship to which these Rules apply which is required by these 
Rules to be provided with more than one fire pump operated by power (other 
than any emergency pump) every such fire pump shall have a capacity of not 
less than 80 per cent of the total capacity of the flre pumps required by para­
graph (I) of this Rule divided by the number of fire pumps required by these 
Rules to be provided in the ship, provided that when more fire pumps operated 
by power than are required by these Rules are provided in any ship, the Board 
may permit the capacity of any such additional fire pumps to be less than 80 
per cent. 
(b) Every fire pump required by these Rules which is operated by power 
shall be capable of producing from any fire hydrant or hydrants in the srup. 
at least the minimum number of jets of water required by these Rules as 
appropriate to the class and tonnage of the ship, whjle maintaining the pressure 
required by Rule 54(2) of these Rules. 
(4) Relief valves sh.1.lI be provided in conjunction with all fire pumps if the 
pumps are capable of developing a pressure exceeding the design pressure of 
the fire main, water service pipes, hydrants and hoses. Such valves shall be so 
placed and adjusted as to prevent excessive pressure in any part of the fire main 
system. 
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(5) Every centrifugal pump which is connected to the fire m.un shall be 
fined with a non-return valve. 
(6) In every ship or Class I ,  U or U(A) to which these Rules apply, any 
emergency fire pump shall be situated in positions aft of the ship's collision 
bulkhead. 
Fire mO;'l, Water serrice pipes and Hydrants 
54.-{I) In every ship which is required by these Rules to be provided with fire 
pumps operated by power, the diameter of the fire main and of the water service 
pipes connecting the hydrants thereto shall be sufficient for the effective dlstn­
bution of the maximum discharge required by these Rules from-
(a) where only one pump is required by the Rules that pump, or 
(b) where two such pumps are so required both pumps opcrattng sunultane­
ously, or 
(c) where more than two such pumps are so reqUIred the two largest of such 
pumps operating simultaneously; 
provided that in any ship other than a passenger steamer the diameter of the 
fire main and of the water service pipes shall be required to be sufficient only 
for the discharge of 1 40 tons per hour. 
(2) When the fire pumps required by these Rules arc ruschargmg the quanuty 
or water required by paragraph (I) or this Rule through adjacent fire hydrants 
in any part of the srup from nozzles of sizes specified in Rule SS of these Rules 
the following minimum pressure shall be capable of being maintained at any 
hydrant:-
(a) in any passenger steamer, 
(i) or 4,000 tons and upwards-
45 pounds per square inch; or 
(ii) of 1 ,000 tons and upwards but under 4,000 tons 
40 pounds per square inch; or 
(iii) or under 1 ,000 tons-
30 pounds per square inch; 
(b) in any ship other than a passenger steamer, 
(i) or 6,000 tons and upwards-
40 pounds per square inch; or 
(ii) or 1 ,000 tons and upwards but under 6,000 tons 
37 pounds per square inch; or 
(Ui) or under 1 ,000 1005-
30 pounds per square lOch. 
(3) (a) Where any ship is reqUired by these Rules 10 prOVide two Jet> or waler 
under the conditions required by these Rules, hydrants &ufficlcnt 10 number hall 
be so positioned as to enable at least two Jets of water not emanating from the 
same hydrant, one or wluch shall be rrom a single length or ho,e, to reach any 
part of tbe ship normally accessible to the passengers or crew while the \h.ip LS 
being navigated, and to any store room and any part of any cargo pace when 
empty. 
(b) Where any hip is required by these Rules to prOVide one Jet of ",-aler 
under the conditions required by these Rules, hydrants OIiufficient 10 number 
shall be so positioned as to enable ODe jet of water from a \lngle length of hose 
to reach any part of the ship normally accessible to the passengers or crew while 
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the ship is being navigated, and any store room and any part of any cargo space 
when empty. 
(4) (a) The fire main shall have no connections other than those necessary 
for fire-fighting and washing down. 
(b) Materials readily rendered ineffective by heat shall not be used for fire 
mains unless adequately protected. The pipes and fire hydrants shall be so 
placed that the fire hoses may be easily coupled to them. In ships which may 
carry deck cargo the fire hydrants shall be so placed that they arc always readily 
accessible and the pipes shall be arranged as far as practicable to avoid risk of 
damage by such cargo. Unless there is provided one fire hose and nozzle for 
each fire hydrant in the ship there shall be complete interchangeability of fire 
hose couplings and nozzles. 
(c) Valves of the screw lift type or cocks shall be fitted in such positions on 
the pipes that any of the fire hoses may be removed while the fire pumps are at 
work. 
(d) The water pipes shall not be made of cast iron, and if made or iron or 
steel shall be galvanised. 
(e) Where wash deck tines are not self-draining suitable drain cocks shall be 
fitted to avoid damage by rrost. 
Fire hoses, Nozzles, etc. 
55.-(1 )  Fire hoses provided in compliance with these Rules shall not exceed 
60 feet in length except that in ships having a moulded breadth of 90 feet or 
more the length orthe fire hoses for exterior locations and for cargo spaces shall 
not exceed 90 reet in length. Such hoses shall be made of closely woven flax 
canvas or other suitable material and shall be provided with couplings, branch­
pipes and other necessary fittings, and with a plain nozzle in addition to any 
spray nozzle required by these Rules. 
(2) Every fire hose provided in compliance with these Rules, together with 
the tools and fittings necessary for its use, shall be kept in a conspicuous position 
near the hydrants or connections with which it is intended to be used. 
(3) Except in partially decked ships of Classes V, VI and VI(A) and in ships 
of Classes X and XlI fire hoses provided in compliance with these Rules shall not 
be used for any purpose other than extinguishing fire or testing with fire 
appliances. 
(4) (a) Every ship wbich is required by these Rules to be provided with fire 
pumps operated by power shall be provided with nozzles or ! inch. f inch or 
f inch in diameter or as near thereto in diameter as possible. Nozzles larger 
in diameter may be provided if the requirements of these Rules relating to the 
provision or water for fire fighting purposes are otherwise complied with. 
Cb) For machinery spaces and exterior locations the diameter of the nozzles 
shall be such as to obtain the maximum possible discharge rrom the minimum 
number of jets of water and at the pressure required by these Rules rrom the 
smallest fire pump permitted by Rule 53(3) (a) of tbese Rules; provided that 
the diameter of the nozzles shall not be required to be greater than f inch. 
(c) For accommodation and service spaces the diameter of the nozzles shall 
not be required to be greater than ! inch. 
(d) Every spray nozzle provided in compliance with these Rules shall be 
capable of producing a water spray suitable for extinguishing oil fires and shall 
be provided in addition to any plain nozzle required by paragraph (I) or this 
Rule; provided that a dual-purpose nozzle capable of producing alternately 
such a spray and a plain water jet may be provided in  substitution. 
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International shore connection 
56. Any international shore connection provided in compliance \\ith these 
Rules shall be constructed in accordance with the requirements of Schedule 2 
to these Rules. 
Fire extinguishers 
57.�1) on-portable foam and carbon dioxide fire extinguishers provid«l in 
compbance with these Rules shaH be constructed 10 accordance with the 
requirements of Schedules 3 and 4 to these Rules respectively. 
(2) (a) Portable fire extinguishers (other than carbon dioxide fire extingUIShers) 
provided in compliance with these Rules shall, If they are of a type discharging 
fluid, have a capacity of not more than 3 and not Ics than 2 Imperial gallons. 
(b) Portable carbon dioxide fire extinguishers provided in compliance with 
these Rules shall have a capacity of not less than 7 lb. of carbon dioxide. 
(c) Portable dry powder fire extinguishers provided in compliance with these 
Rules shall have a capacity of not less than 1 0  lb. of dry powder. 
(d) Portable fire extinguishers of otber types provided 10 compliance With 
these Rules shall be of not less than the fire extlOguishing eqUivalent of a 
2 gallon flUid fire extinguisher. 
(e) Portable fire extinguishers provided in compliance w ith these Rules shall 
not exceed 56 lb. in weight in the fully charged service conditIon and shall be as 
portable as a 3 gallon fluid fire extinguisher. 
(3) Portable fire extinguishers provided 10 compliance with th� Rule for 
use in accommodation or service spaces of any ship shall so far as practicable 
bave a uniform method of operation. 
(4) Portable fire extinguishers provided in compliance \\Ith the!\.C Rules shall. 
subJoct to the i1mllallons of paragraphs (2) and (3) of thIS Rule. be cOn<tructed 
In accordance \\Ith the following specifications of the Bntish Standards 
l nstnution: -
Type of EXlillguisher 
Water type (Soda-acid) 
Water type (Gas-pressure). 
Foam type (ChemIcal) 




. .  
. .  
· . .  
· . .  
. . .  
• • •  
• • 
• 
• . . .  
Sptcijicoflr)fl Numher 
B.S. 1 38: 1948. 
B.S. 1 382: 1948. 
B.S. 740: Part I :  1948. 
B.S. 740: Pan 2: 1 952. 
B.S. 3326· 1 960. 
B.S. 3465: 1 962. 
(5) Where portable dry poy,der fire extlngul.�hers are pro\iided JO compIJancc 
\\lth these Rules m either accommodation and servlCC )"ace or 10 machmery 
spaces their number sball nOl exceed one half of the total number of extln,ul .. hc:r 
provided in either of those spaces. 
(6) Fire extinguIShers provided for use In any <hIp to .. h,eh these Rules apply 
shall not contain an exungujshing medium whIch either It If or "' hen In u� 
gives. off gases harmful to persons. 
(7) For the purpo<es of these Rules the capacity of any fire ulIngu"her other 
than a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher �a11 be taken to be the great t 't'olume 
or Yt elght of extingUl .. hmg medium \\. hlCh It can contam ",hen suffic1(:nt pace 
is len to ensure the proper operation of the extlngUl"her. 
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(8) For the purposes of these Rules the capacity of a carbon dioxide fire 
extinguisher shall be taken to be the greatest weight of carbon dioxide which it 
can safely contain in a tropical climate. 
(9) Every fire extinguisher provided in compliance with these Rules shall be 
kept fully charged at all times. 
(10) A spare charge shall be provided for every portab!o fire extinguisher 
provided in compliance with these Rules, except that for each such fire ex­
tinguisher which is of a type that cannot readily be recharged while the ship is 
at sea, an additional portable fire extinguisher of the same type, or its equivalent, 
shall be provided in lieu of a spare charge. 
Fire buckelS 
58.-(1 )  Every fire bucket provided in compliance with these Rules shall be 
painted red and shall be clearly and permanently marked with the word U FIRE ".  
Except in open ships every such fire bucket shall be kept filled with sand or 
water. 
(2) Except in open sltips fire buckets provided in compliance with these 
Rules shall not be used for any purpose other than extinguishing fire. 
Fixed pressure Water spraying systems for machinery spaces 
59.-(1) Every fixed pressure water spraying system fitted in compliance with 
these Rules shall be provided with a pump, piping system, control valves. and 
spraying nozzles. 
(2) The spraying nozzles shall be of such a type, sufficient in number and so 
arranged as to ensure distribution of water spray such as will effectively 
extinguish oil on fire in the spaces protected thereby. Spraying nozzles shall 
be fitted above bilges, tank tops and other areas over which oil fuel is liable 
to spread and above other main fire hazards in the spaces to be protected. 
(3) The water spraying system may be divided into sections and shall be 
controlled from distribution manifolds the valves of which shall be capable of 
being operated from easily accessible positions outside the spaces to be protected 
and which will not be readily cut off by an outbreak of fire. 
(4) The water spraying system shall be kept charged at the necessary pressure 
and the pump supplying the water for the system shall be automatically put into 
action by a pressure drop i n  the system. 
(5) The pump shall be capable of supplying water at the necessary pressure 
simultaneously to all sections of the water spraying system in any one compart­
ment to be protected. The pump and its controls shall be installed outside the 
space or spaces to be protected. It shall not be possible for a fire in the space 
or spaces protected by the water spraying system to put the system out of action. 
(6) Means shall be provided which will prevent nozzles from becoming 
clogged by impurities in the water or corrosion of piping, nozzles, valves and 
pump. 
(7) The water spraying system shall include mobile sprayers ready for imme­
diate use in the firing area of the boiler or in the vicinity of the oil fuel unit. 
(8) No part of the water spraying system shall be siruated forward of the 
collision bulkhead in any passenger steamer. 
(9) Operating instructions in clear and permanent lettering shall be affixed to 
every water spraying system or in a position adjacent thereto. 
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Fixed Fire SmOlheri"g Gas and Steam installations 
60.-(1) This Rule apphes to every fixed fire smothenng gas o r  steam ,""alia· 
tion fitted 1 0  compliance with these Rules other than an IOstallation fitted In a 
ship of Class vru or of Class X of under ISO tom 10 complmnce With Rule 
43(5) of the;e Rules. 
(2) In e\er> �uch Installation provided fo r the IOJecuon of gas o r  steam mto 
machinery or cargo spaces for fire extinguishing purposes, the PipeS fo r con\'eylOg 
the gas or steam shall be provided with control valves or cocks which shall be so 
placed that they will be easily accessible and not readily cut off from u::.e by J.n 
outbreak of fire. Such control valves o r  cocks shall be pennanently marked 
to indlc.ue clearly the compartments to which the pipes are led. SUitable 
provision shall be made to prevent inadvertent admission of the gas or steam 
to any compartment. Where cargo spaces filted with a gas o r  steam smothering 
sy::.tem for fire protection are used as passenger spaces the smothenng gas or 
steam pipe con.nectlon shall be blanked during service as a pas!,enger space. 
(3) (0) The piping shall be so arranged as to prOVIde elTeetive dl tnbullon of 
fire smothenng gas or steam. Where steam IS used in any hold exceedmg 60 feet 
in length there shall be at least two pipes onc of which shall be fitted m the 
forward pan and one in the after part of the hold. Except 10 tankers and hlp� 
used for the conveyance of coal, pipes for conveying steam shall be fitted \\Ilh 
outlets ru. Iow as practicable LO the space which they serve and as nearly as 
pOSSible to the centre line of the space. 
(b) In tanker� the piping shall be so arranged that the steam o r  fire �mothenng 
gas VIlli be distributed over the surface of the cargo. 
(4) (a) When carbon dioxide is used as the extlngUlshmg medium 10 cargo 
'Spaces, the quantity of gas available shall be suffiCIent to gave a mirumum volume 
of free gas equal to 30 per cent of the gross volume of the largest cargo com­
panmenl 10 the ship which is capable of being sealed. 
(b) When carbon dioxide is used as an extingUJsh.ing medium for paces 
containing bOIlers o r  machinery. the quantity of gas carried shall be sufficient 
to give a mlOimum quantity of free gas equal to the larger of the followang 
quantities, either 
Ci) 40 per cent of the gross volume of the largest space conLainmg boiler 
or machinery, such volume being measured up to the level at which the 
horizontal area of the caSing is 40 per cent or le s of the gross area of such 
space; or 
(ii) 35 per cent of the gross volume of the large t space contamlOg boller� o r  
machinery, including the casing, 
provided that the aforesaid percentages may be reduced 10 35 per cent and 
30 pe r  cent respectively for stUps of under 2.000 tons, not being pa\\Cnger 
ship , and provided that If two o r  more spaces contalrung boileD or ma.cluncry 
are not entirely separate they hall for the purpose of thl Rule be con .dered a< 
fonning one companment. 
(c) When carbon diOXIde is used as the .ltllnguarung medium for a p= 
containing any oil-fired boiler o r  oil fuel U1Stallation, a quanuty of gat ",hieh can 
be discharged WIthout danger to the operator .hall be avadable for manual 
application, by means of a suitable applicator. In the fi ring area of the boiler 
and i n  the "icinity of the oil fuel uniL 
(d) When carbon dioxide is used ..  the exungui rung medium both for cargo 
space and for spaces containing boilers o r  machinery the quanlJty of aa hall 
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not be required to be more than the maximum required either for the largest 
cargo compartment or machinery space. 
(e) For the purpose of this paragraph the volume of gas shall be calculated at 
9 cubic feet to the pound. 
(J) When carbon dioxide is used as the extinguishing medium for any space 
containing boilers or machinery the flxed piping system shall be such that 85 
per cent of the gas required to provide the concentration referred to in sub­
paragraph (b) of this paragraph when applied to the space concerned can be 
discharged into that space within two minutes. 
(g) Means shall be provided for giving audible warning to per ons within the 
space when carbon dioxide other than that specified in sub-paragraph (c) of this 
paragraph is about to be released into any working space. 
(5) When a system producing inert gas is used to provide smothering gas in a 
fixed fire smothering installation for cargo spaces, it shall be capable of producing 
hourly a volume of free gas at least equal to 25 per cent of the gross volume of 
the largest compartment protected in tltis way for a period of 72 hours. 
(6) V/hen steam is used as the extinguishing medium in cargo s paces the 
boiler or boilers available for supplying steam shall have an evaporation of at 
least I pound of steam per hour for each 12 cubic feet of the gross volume of 
the largest cargo compartment. The arrangements shall be such that steam will 
be available immediately and will not be dependent on the lighting of boilers 
and that it can be supplied continuously until the end of the voyage in the 
quantity required by this paragraph in adwtion to any steam necessary for the 
normal requirements of the ship including propulsion and that provision is 
made for extra feed water necessary to meet this requirement. 
(7) No part of the control, storage or generating arrangement of any fixed 
fire smothering gas or steam installation shall be situated forward of the collision 
bulkhead in any passenger steamer. 
(8) Operating instructions in clear and permanent lettering shall be affixed to 
every fixed fire smothering gas installation or in a position adjacent thereto. 
Fixed Foam fire extinguishing illstallatiolls 
61.-( 1 )  Every fixed foam fire extinguishing installation fitted in compliance 
with these Rules shall be capable of discharging through fixed discharge outlets 
in not more than 5 minutes, a quantity of foam sufficient to cover to a depth of 
6 inches the largest single area over which oil fuel is liable to spread. Such 
installation shaH be capable of generating foam suitable for extinguishing oil 
fires and means shall be provided for the effective distribution of the foam 
through a permanent system of piping and control valves or cocks to discharge 
outlets. and for the foam to be effectively directed by fixed sprayers on other 
main oil fire hazards in the protected space either simultaneously or separately. 
Such installation shall include mobile sprayers ready for immediate use in the 
firing area of the boiler and in the vicinity of the oil fuel unit. 
(2) Every fixed foam fire extinguishing installation fitted in lieu of a fixed 
fire smothering gas installation required by these Rules to be provided in the oil 
cargo spaces of any tanker shall be capable of distributing on the decks over the 
oil cargo tanks through fixed discharge outlets in not more than 15  minutes a 
quantity of foam sufficient to cover to a depth of at least 2 inches the whole of 
the tank deck area. Such installation shall be capable of generating foam 
suitable for extinguishing oil fires and means shall be provided for the effective 
distribution of the foam through a permanent system of piping and control 
valves or cocks to discharge outlets. There shall be sufficient mobile foam 
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spra}ers capable of being connected to the installation \\ hereby foam can be 
directed into any tank. 
For the purpose of this paragraph . .. tank deck. area " means an area equi\al­
ent to the extreme length of the cargo tanks multiplied b) the breadth of the 
ship. 
(3) Every fixed foam fire extinguishing installation shall be so arranged that 11 
fire in any of the spaces it protects will nOl render the controls inaccessible nOr 
put the installation out of action. 
(4) Operating instructions in clear and permanent lettering shall be allhcd 
to every fi).ed foam fire eAtinguishing installation or in a position adjacent 
thereto. 
Fire Detection syslems 
62.-(1)  Every fire detection system fitted in compliance with these Rules shall 
be capable of automatically indicating the presence or indication of fire and Its 
location. The indicators shall be centralised either on the navigating bridge or 
at other control stations which are provided with direct communication \\l1h 
the navigating bridge, provided tbat the Board may in any ship permit the 
indicators to be distributed among several stations if they are sati�fied that such 
arrangements are at least as effective as if the indicators were so centralised. 
(2) In any passenger steamer electrical equipment used in the operation of any 
fire detection system fitted in compliance with these Rules shall be capable of 
being supplied from two sources of electric power one of \\hlch shall be the 
emergency source of power required by Rule 40 of the 1erchant Shipping 
(Passenger ShIp Construction) Rules 1965. 
(3) The indicating system of any fire detection system filted in compliance 
with these Rules shall operate both audible and visible alanns at the staUons 
referred to in paragraph ( I )  of this Rule. 
Firemen's out/ils 
63.-{1) Every fireman's outfit carried in compliance with these Rules shall 
consist of:-
(a) a breathing apparatus complying with the requirements �pecificd in 
Schedule 5 to these Rules; 
(b) a portable self-contained electric battery-operated ""fety lamp capable of 
functioning efficiently for a period of at least three hours; and 
(c) a fireman·. axe. 
(2) Where more than one such outfit is provided they shall be kept tn readily 
accessible and widely separated pOSitions which are not likely to be cut off 10 
the event of fire. 
Aleans for Stopping machiner)'. Shuttillg of  oil fuel suction piptJ and Clofln(! 0/ 
opemngs 
64.-{I) In e,ery sJup to whIch these Rules apply there shall be pro'lded mean 
for stopptng venulating fans sef\'ing machmery. accommodation and cargo 
spaces. For macbtnery aDd cargo spaces there hall be pro\<lded mean for 
closing all skyltghts, doorways, ventilators. annular space around funnel ;uld 
other openin� to such spaces. Such means shall be capable of bemg operated 
from positions outside the said spaces which would not be made tnacces!>lble by 
a fire within such spaces. 
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(2) In every ship to which these Rules apply machinery driving forced and 
induced draught fans, oil fuel transfer pumps, oil fuel unit pumps and other 
similar fuel pumps shall be fitted with remote control'i situated outside the 
spaces in which such machinery or pumps are situated. Such controls shall be 
capable of stopping such machinery or pumps i n  the event of fire i n  the said 
spaces. 
(3) I n  every ship to which these Rules apply every pipe connected to any oil 
fuel storage, settling, or daily service tank. not beingadouble bottom tank, wbich 
if damaged would permit discharge of the contents so as to cause a fire hazard 
shall be fitted with a valve or cock which shall be secured to the tank to which it 
is connected and which sha1l be capable of being cJo\ed from a readily acces­
sible position outside the space in which the tank is situated. provided that in 
the case of any inlet pipe to such a tank a non-return valve similarly secured to 
the tank may be substituted. In the case of an oil fuel deep tank traversed by any 
shaft or pipe tunnel, a valve shall be fitted on the tank but an additional valve or 
valves may be fitted on the pipe line or lines outside the tunnel or tunnels to 
enable control to be exercised in the event of fire. 
Fire COlltrol plans 
65.-(1)  In every ship or Classes I and 1 1  and in every ship or Class II(A) of 70 
feet in length or over there shall be permanently exhibited for the guidance of the 
master and officers of the ship general arrangement plans sho\\ ing clearly for 
each deck the position of the control stations, the sections of the ship which are 
enclosed by fire resisting bulkheads. the sections of the ship which are enclosed 
by fire retarding bulkheads, together with particulars of the fire alarms. fire 
detection systems, the sprinkler installations. the fixed and portable fire ex­
tinguishing appliances and firemen's outfits, the means of access to the various 
compartments and decks in the ship, the \entilating system including parti­
culars of the master fan controls, the position of dampers and identification 
numbers of the ventilating fans serving each section of the ship, the location of 
the international shore connection and the position of all means of control 
referred to in Rule 64 of these Rules. 
(2) I n  every ship of 500 tons or over. other than a ship of Cia,s I or 1 1  or a 
ship of Class II(A) of 70 feet i n  length or over, there shall be permanently 
exhibited for the guidance of the master and officers of the ship general arrange­
ment plans showing clearly the information referred to in paragraph ( I )  of this 
Rule where it is applicable to the ship. 
(3) The general arrangement plans required by tbis Rule shall be kept up�to­
date, any alterations being recorded thereon without delay. 
Availability 0/ fire fighting appliunces 
66. Fire appliances carried i n  any ship to which these Rules apply shall be 
maintained in good order and �hall be kept available for immediate use at all 
times. All moveable fire appliances, other than firemen's outfits, carried in 
compliance with these Rules shall be stowed where they will be readily acces­
sible from the spaces in which they are intended to be used, and, in particular. 
one of the portable fire extinguishers intended for use in any space shall be 
stowed near the entrance to that space. 
Equil'aletlts and Exemptions 
67.-(1) Where these Rules require that a particular fitting, material, appliance 
or apparatus, or type thereof, shall be fitted or carried in a ship, or that any 
particular provision shall be made, the Board may allow any other fitting, 
material, appliance or apparatus, or type thereof, to be fitted or carried, or any 
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other provIsion to be made III that slur, If they arc <"atl\licd that t h.u other 
fitting. material, appliance or apparatus, or type thereof, or provision, I' at 
least as effective as that required by these Rules. 
(2) The Board may, on such conditions as they thin" fit. c\cmpt any "llIp 
conMructed before the coming into operation of these Rulc� from an} of the 
requirements of these Rules if  they arc satisfied that that reqUITement IS 
either impracticable or unrca onable i n  the case of that ship. 
I I Ih May 1965. 
Rule 2 SCHEDULE I 
Roy Maso", 
Minister or Slale 
Board or Trade 
LIMITS 01· S ... 100TlI WATER AND PARTIAL! y SM001 1 I  WATlR ARl:."!) 
DISTRICT 
Shetland Isles:­









Smooth Water Areas 
I n  Cromarty r /flh \Iolll1ln 
a Ime bcl\\.ccn 'orlh 
SUlor and South SUlor . 
Partially Smooth Water Arta\· 
Bch�ccn Gutchcr and Bctmon!. 
Bctv.ccn Tofts Voc and UIMa. 
In \\mtcr m the arca bounded hy 
a hnc from Pomt of Scotland 
to Ifeo�iln to the northy,nrd. 
and from Holm of Mel to the 
lighthouse situated some 3 
cabl� 10 the easlv.ard of the 
abh 10 the �uth\urd. 
In  summer m Ihe area bounded 
by a hnc from [aSler Rova 
J lead 10 Scorc I lead 10 the 
northy,ard. and from the .. outh 
end of Nc .. s of Sound to Klrka­
blslcrnc\ 10 Ihc soulhv.ard. 
IkI\Nccn klrk\o\.all and Rou ay 
not caSI of a Imc �h,"een POlnl 
of Ihe Grand ([gll,ay) and 
G.llt Ness (Shapmsay) or be .. 
h .. ccn Work Head (Mamland) 
through I lclllar J (olm hght to 
tll(." hore of Sharln�ay; not 
"C'lrlh \\.01 of the ,oulh casl IIJ) 
of Eynhalloy, I land. or north 
of the southern till of Ilolm of 
Sc:ocknc . 
To x.ara but not Oul Ide Sea".. 
I lo\\.. 
\\.'llhm a hoc fwm '(lrth Sutnr 
to !'OaJrn BrcaJ,.v..'alcr 
• The outer hmlts of the <mooth y,ater areal pclCJtied In the ICICOnd column of thIS Schedule 
shall be taken 10 be the corrapondlOg Inner hmlt or the ranlallt S/11OCIth ...  Ier .reu 
specified In the third column of th" Schedule. 
t Unless olherwue indicated these hmll$ arply at all times uf the year. In Lh" Sl:.hcdute 
.. summer " means the months of Apnl to <klobcr. IOclust\e. and - \IolOter • rncanJ lhe 




















!>CHEDULE I (((JII/jlltted) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Within a line from Fort 
Gcorgc to Chanonry 
I)oint to Fort William. 
Partially Smooth Water Arcas*t 
Within a line from onh Sulor 
to Nairn Breakwater. 
Within a line from South No partially smooth waters. 
Jetty to Abcrcromby 
Jetty. 
Within a line from Fish 
Dock, Dundee to eralS 
I-lead, East Newport. 
Within the Firth of Forth 
but not east of the 
Forth railway bridge. 
Within the Breakwaters. 
Within a hne from Broughty 
Castle to Tayport. 
Within a line from Kir�caldy to 
Portobello. 
Within a line from Ku:'caldy to 
Portobello. 
Within a line frolll Spitlal No partially smooth waters. 
I'oint to the inner end 
of Breakwaters. 
Within the Breakwaters. No p;artially smooth \\.Hers. 
Within the Pier Heads. No p;artially Sl1100th waters. 
Within the Tyne Pier No partially smooth waters. 
Heads. 
Within the Sunderland No partially smooth "aters. 
Pier Heads. 
Within the Breakwaters. 0 partially smooth \I..Hers. 
Not eastward of No. 8 No partially smooth waters. 
Beacon. 
Within Whit by 
Heads. 
Pier No partially smooth waters. 
In winter within a line from New 
Holland to Paul!. 
Ln summer within a line frolll 
Cleethorpes Pier to Patrington 
Church . 
• The outer Iimns of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner Ilmlls of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column of this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these hmits apply at all times of the year. in  this Schedule 
.. summer " means the months of April to October, inclusive, and " winter" means the 











Harwich, Ipswich or 





�CH EDU Li:. I (co/JIII/I/cd) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Within a line from North 
Fcrnby to South Fer­
nby. 
Inside the cw Cut. 
PartIally Smooth Water ArC3<i·. 
In winter \\Ithm a hnc from Ne .... 
I lolland to Paul!. 
In summer ''>lIhlll a hne from 
Clecthorpcs to Patnngton 
Church. 
In ,,,inler no partially smo(lth 
waters. 
In summer \\illhlO a hne from 
Clcethorpcs Pu:r to Patnnglon 
Church. 
No rart ialiy smooth waters. 
Inside Wisbcch CUl. No partially smooth waters. 
Inside Lyon Cut. No partially smooth .... aICf'i. 
On all inland navigation No partially smooth waters. 
within the Harbour 
Entrances at Yarmouth 
or Lo ...  cstoft. 
On the River Dehen 10 No rartially smooth ",alers. 
the Mouth. 
On the Rlvcr Orwell or on 
the River Stour, and 
Within  a Ime from 
Dovercoun Break"'ater 
to Landguard Pomt 
On the River Blackwater 
wlthm a line from West 
Mersea Pomt to Sales 
Point. 
On the Rlvcr Crouch 
Within a line from 
H o l l y w e l l  POint t o  
Foulness Pomt. 
River Thame�. "'e5t",ard 
of a N S line through 
P.H.A. holatlon Hos­
pital, Gra\esend . 
No partially smooth .... alcrs. 
In 'iummer y,lIhm a hnc from 
elacton Pier to Reculvers. 
In "'mter "'Ithln a Ime (rom 
Colne POint to WhllStable. 
In summer \Vlthm a hne from 
Oacton Pier to Roc::ulvcrs. 
In \VlOler \Vlthln a hne (rC1m 
Colne Pomt 10 Whlt5lable. 
In . ummcr Within a hne from 
Oacton Plcr to Rcculver . 
In wmter wllhm a Irne (rom 
Colne POint to Whit table 
• The outer IlffiJlS of the 5mooth water ateaJ 5"pc:ofied In the iCIOOnd onlumn of thIS SWtduk: 
shaU be taken to be the correspond In, Inner hffiJU of the pan&a.lIy smooth .... Ier .rcu 
!>pcclfied In the third column of thJ Schedule. 
t Un)eu otheN lsc Indtcated thcte Itmns arply at all tunCl (If the )Clr. In thlt Schedule 
•• �ununcr " mean the months of Arnl to October, 1rK-lulI','"C' and .. "'IDler " means the 











SCHEDULE I (colllillued) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Sheerness and Whitstable 
inside Sheppey. 
Within a line dntwn 
across the East and 
West entrances to the 
I larbour. 
On the River Rather 
a b  0 v e Coastguard 
Cottages. 
On the Ri\cr ArUIl above 
Littlehampton Pier. 
Within a line drawn 
between Eastoke Point 
and West Witlering 
(Tower). 
Within a line drawn 
between Easlney Point 
and Gunner Point. 
Within Portsmouth Har­
bour. 
Partially Smooth Water Areas·t 
In summer within a line from 
C1acton Plcr to Recuhers. 
I n  winter within a line from 
Catne Point to Whitstable. 
No panially smooth waters. 
No partinlly sl1100lh \\I"h:rs. 
No pnrtially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Inside the Isle of \Vight within 
an area bounded by lines 
drawn between Gunner Point 
and Trinity Church, Bcmbridge, 
to the eastward. and the 
Needles and I"-Curst Point to the 
westward. 
Inside the Isle or Wight within 
an area bounded by lines 
drawn between Gunner Point 
and Trinity Church, Hem­
bridge, to the eastward. and 
the Needles and Hurst I'oint to 
the "'est ward. 
Bembridge, Isle of Within Brading Harbour. Inside the Isle or Wight within 
an area bounded by lines 
drawn between Gunner Point 
and Trinity Church, Bem­
bridge, to the eastward, and 
the Needles and Hurst Point to 
the westward . 
Wight 
• The outer limits or the smooth water areas specified in the second column or this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner limits or the panially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column or this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times or the year. In this Schl!dulc 
.. summer " means the months or April to October, inclusive, and " winter " means the 
months or November to March, inclusive. 
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SCHEDULE I (coll/illued) 
Smooth Water Areas 
The RI\er Medina \\ ithin 
il line joinmg East and 
West COy,cs 
Within .. line from Cn)· 
shot Castle to Hook 
Be3eon. 
Within Beaulieu River 
not eastward of a N S 
hne through Needs Oar 
Point. 
Within Christchurch Har­
bour excluding the 
Run. 
Inside the Harbour not 
seaward of the line of 
the Chain Ferry be· 
tween Sandbanks and 
S, Hayen Point. 
Partially Smooth Waler Areas*t 
Inside the Isle of \Vlght \\Ithm 
an area bounded by Imes 
dra\\-" beho,een Gunner POlOt 
and Trlndy Church. Bem­
bridge. 10 the eastward, and the 
Needles and tlurst Poml to the 
\\<estward. 
Inside the Isle of Wighl within an 
area bounded by lines drawn 
between Gunner POint and 
Trinity Church. Bembridge. to 
the easlward, and the Needles 
and Hursl I)omt to the west­
ward. 
Inside the Isle of Wight withm 
an area bounded by Im� 
draw," between Gunner Pomt 
and Trinity Church. Bem­
bridge, to the eastward and the 
eedles and Hurst Pomt to 
the we5t"ard. 
No panially smooth ",aters. 
No partially smooth waters 
Within Portland Harbour and 
bet\\ccn River Wey and Port­
land Harbour. 
Within Cl Ime from War· No part!:!lIy smooth �Jlers. 
ren Point to the Coast-
guard flag Staff at 
Exmouth. 
Within the Harbour. No panlally smooth waten. 
River Dart wlthm a line 0 partially smooth w-.UCrI. 
from Keule POint to 
Battery POIOt. 
• The outer limit! or the smooth ... \ler areas Specified In the ICCOnd column or thIs Scbeduk 
shall be taken to be the correspond 1nl Inner limits or the partially IfTIOOth waler area. 
specJ6cd LO the third column or thlJ Schedule 
.. Unless olberwtSC mdtC8tcd tbe:se hffilLS apply at all tunes or the )ear. In lhll x�uk 
.. summer " means the months or Apnl to Octobt-r. lodu I"e, ilnd •• winter " man) the 















SCHEDULE I (colltillued) 
Smooth Water Areas I Partially Smooth Water Areas*t 
Ri'er Salcombe not sea­
ward of a hne Splat 
Point to Lambury 
POint. 
Within a line from Mount 
Batten Pier to Raven­
ness Point through 
Drakc's Island. Thl! 
River Yealm withjn a 
linc from Warren Point 
to Misery Point. 
J nside the Harbour. 
Within a line from SI. 
Anthony Head to Pen­
dcnnis Point. 
Coast 
Padstow Harbour \\ithin 
a line from Gun Point 
10 Brae HIli. 
Within the Bar. 
Inside Stert Point. 
Within a line from Avon­
mouth Pier 10 Wharf 
Point. 
River Severn or Avon 10 
Sharpness Point via 
Gloucester Canai. 
River Wye. above Chep­
SlOw. 
No partially smooth 'Waters. 
Within a line from Cawsand 10 
the Break\\<tler to Sladdon 
Pier. 
No partially smooth waters. 
In winter within a line from SI. 
Amhon)! !lead to Rosemullion 
Point. 
In summer within a line from SI. 
Anthony I- lead 10 Nare 11oint. 
Within a line from Steppcr Point 
to Trebetherick Point. 
o partially smooth waters. 
Within the Bar. 
In winter within a line from 
Blacknorc Point to Caldicot 
Pill Portskc,\-ctt. 
In summer within a line from 
Barry Dock Pier to Slcepholm 
thence to 8rean Down. 
In winter within n line from 
Blackmore Point to Caldicol 
Pi 11, Portskewcl t. 
In summer within a line from 
Barry Dock Pier to Steepholm 
thence to Brean Down. 
In winter within a line from 
Blacknore Point to Caldicol 
Pill. Portskewett. 
In summer within a line from I Bnrry Dock Pier to Steepholm 
L..!-hence to Brean Down. 
" The oUler limits or Ihe smooth water areas specified in the second column or this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column of this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these limits apply al all times or the year. In this Schedule 
"summer" means the months or April to October. inclusive, and "winter" means the 

















SCHEDULE I (continued) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Within a line from Low 
Water Pier Head to 
Pcnarth Ilead. 
In'lilie the Docks. 
I n the River Neath. 
Inside the Dock. 
Within anareJ bounded by 
a line drawn from Bur­
ry Port Western Pier to 
Whlteford Point on the 
"est and Loughor Rail-
'''ay Bridge on the east. 
Partially Smooth Water Arcas6t 
In "inter no partially smooth 
'�Jleh. 
In summer "Ithin a line from 
Barry Dock Illcr to Stcepholm 
thence to Brean Do" n. 
In " inter no pJrtlally �mooth 
\I..Hers. 
I n summer ",Ithin a hnc from 
Barry Dock Pier to Stccpholm 
thence 10 BrcJn Down. 
No partially smooth wuters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
TO partially smooth ",Jters. 
Within a line from South No pJrtlally smooth ''-ater . 
Hook Point to Thorn 
Point 
In the Harbour within a No partially �mooth "3tcr;. 
line Joining the North 
and East Break'Water 
I leads. 
Inside the Bar. No partli.llly smooth \\Jters. 
Within a line from Aber- No partially �mooth .... atcrs. 
dovey Station to Tf""yn 
Oach. 
Within a line from Bar- 0 partially \mooth waters. 
m o u t h  t o  Penrhy" 
'''oml. 
Within a Ijne from Har- No PJrtMII)' month " ate". 
Itch Point to Graig Odu. 
Withm an area bounded So partially smouth water . 
by the mam break\\aler 
and a line dra\\o" from 
the head of the break­
\\-alerlO Brynglas Pomt. 
Towyn Bay . 
• The outer hmlts of the: smooth 90ater areas ptc:lficd m the ICCOnd column of thAl Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding Inner IJffi.JLI of the: partldlly .movth waler Mea 
Specified In the third column of thiS Schedule . 
.. Unless otbe""iliC mdicated these hmll!l apply at all Lm'ICI of the year. In thlt S;bcdu}e 
"5ummer" means the monttu or Apnl to <X.1.ober. mclu'J"C and •· .. mter� means the 













SCHEDULE 1 (continued) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Within the Menai Straits 
between AbeT Menai 
Point and Beaumaris. 
Within a line from Mussel 
!-fill to Tremlyd Point. 
River Dee not below 
Connah"s Quay. 
Above the Rock Light· 
house. 
Within a line from Lyth­
am to Southport. 
Within a line from Low 
Light to Knott End 
Pier. 
Within a line from Sun­
derland Point to Chapel 
Hill. 
I Partially Smooth Water Areas·t 
Within the Menai Straits from 
Caernarvon Bar to Puffin 
Island. 
No partially smooth waters. 
In winter within a line from 
Hilbre Point to Point of Air. 
In summer within a line from 
Formby Point to Point of Air. 
I n  winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer within a line from 
Formby Point to Point of Air. 
Within a line from Southport to 
Blackpool inside the banks. 
I n  winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer withm a line from 
RossaJ Point to Humphrey 
Head. 
I n  winter no partiaJly smooth 
waters. 
In summer within a line from 
Rossal Point to Humphrey 
Head. 
In winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer withm a line from 
Rossal Point to Humphrey 
Head. 
In winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
tn summer within a line from 
Rossal Point to Humphrey 
Head. 
Between Walney Island No partially smooth waters. 
and the mainland. 
Douglas, Isle of Man From Battery Pier to No partially smooth waters. 
Victoria Pier. 
• The ouler limits of the smoolh water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken 10 be the corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column of Ihis Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times of tbe year. In Ihis Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April to October. inclusive, and "winter" means the 













SCHEDULE I (colI/lllued) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Above Port Carlisle. 
Within a line from Alrds 
POint to Scar Point. 
Within a line from Cairn 
Ryan to Kirkcolm 
Point. 
Inside the Bar. 
Above partially smooth 
waters. 
Partially Smooth Water Areas*t 
Within a hnc from Southemess 
Pomt to Silloth. 
Withm a hne from Southcmcss 
Point to 51110lh. 
Loch Ryan wllhlO a hne from 
Finnarfs Point to M .lleur 
Point 
No partially smooth walers. 
OUler limit.' a line from Sklpness 
to a pOSition one mile south of 
Garroch Head thence to Far­
land Head 
IIIner limif j" winter a Ime from 
Ooch Lighthouse 10 Dunoon 
Plcr. 
Inner limi, In SlImmt!r: a hne from 
Bogany Pomt. (sIc of Bute to 
Skclmorhe Castle. and a Ime 
drawn from Ardlamont Pomt 
to the southern extremJly of 
Etlenck Bay. inSide the Kyles 
of Bute. 
Note: The above lOner summer 
limit IS utended between Sth 
June and 5th September (both 
dates Inclusive) by a hne drawn 
from a POint two miles off the 
Ayrshire coast at Skelmorhe 
Castle to Tormont End, Cum­
brae, and a hne drawn from 
Portac.hur POint, Cumbrae to 
Green Point, Ayrshire. 
Between CohnlIaive and No partially smooth waters. 
Rhudhabodac.h. 
Inside the harbour Within No partially smooth Ytalcn. 
a hne from Macringan's 
POint to Oltercharach 
POint. 
Within an area bounded on the 
north by a hne from Dunolhe 
Point Light 10 Ard na Chruldh 
and to the south by a hne from 
Rudha Seanach to AId na 
CUlle . 
• The ouler IimJl.s of the smooth \\oaler areas apccdicd In the IOCOnd column of this Schedule: 
shall be taken to be the correspondlnl Inner lurull of the partJi-Uy IPTlOOth water are&J 
specified ID the third column of this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwiJc: mdtcatcd lbese bmJlS apply at an tune. of the year. In Ih Schedule 
"summer" means !.he months of Apnl to October, IOcl�ve, and "\IImter·' mea"' the 

















SCHEDULE I (continued) 
Smooth Water Areas 
Within Loch Leven and 
n o t  o u t s i d e  Peter 
Straits. 
In Loch Linnhe north of 
Corran Point Light, 
and including Loch Eil 
and the Canal to Inver­
ness. 
Within Kyle Akin not 
westward of Eilean Ban 
Light or eastward of 
Eileanan Dubha. 
Between Stromemore and 
Stome Ferry. 
In Loch Broom within a 
line drawn between 
Ullapool Point Light 
and Aultnaharrie. 
Across Loch Cairnbawn 
in the area between the 
eastern-most point of 
Garbh Eilean and the 
western-most point of 
Eilean na Rainich. 
W i t h i n  a l i ne from 
Greenore to Green­
castle Point. 
Within Strangford Lough 
but not seaward of Rue 
Point. 
Within a line rrom Larne 
pier to the ferry pier 
on Island Magee. 
Within a line from Holy· 
wood to Macedon 
Point. 
Upper or Lower Lough 
Erne. 
Within two miles of the 
shore. 
Within a line from Magil· 
ligan Point to Green· 
castle . 
Partially Smooth Water Areas*t 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Through Loch Alsh to the Head 
of Loch Duich. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
In winter no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer within a line from 
Carrickfergus to Bangor. 
No partially smooth waters. 
At a greater distance than I\\>O 
miles from the shore. 
No partially smooth waters. 
• The outer limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of Ihis Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth water areas 
specified in the third column of this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times nf the year. In this Schedule 
" summer" means the months of April to October, inclusive, and "winter" means the 
mOluhs of November to March, inclusive. 
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SCHEDULE 2 
Rule I I  an d Ru le 37 
INTERNATlONAL SHORE CONNEC110N 
(I) The in te rnatio na l  sho re co nnec tio n, as herei nafter illustra te d, which IS 
re quire d b y  the se Ru le s to be carrie d in the shi p shal l be in accor dance wi th the 
fo llo wi ng specifica tio n:-
O utsi de dia me te r: 7 i nche s 
ln ner dia me te r: 2! inche s 
Bol t circ le dia me ter : 5f inche s 
Ho le s: 4 ho le s  o f  i inch dia me ter equi di stan tly place d, slo tte d to the flange 
pe ri pher y. 
F lange thic kne ss: -Ir i nch mini mu m. 
Bo lts: 4, each of i inch dia me te r, 2 inche s in leng th wi th eigh t wa shers. 
F lange su rface : fla t face . 
Ma teria l: an y sui te d to 1 50 po unds per squa re inch ser vice. 
Ga ske t: a ny sui te d  to 1 50 poun ds per square inch ser vice . 
(2) The connec tio n sha ll be con structe d of ma teria l suita ble for I SO poun ds 
per square i nch se rvice . The fla nge sha ll ha ve a fla t face on o ne si de , a nd to the 
o the r there sha ll be per manen tly at tache d a cou pling which wi ll fit the slu p' s 
h ydra nts an d ho se .  The co nnec tio n sha ll be ke pt a boar d the shi p  toge ther with 
i ts ga ske t, bo lts a nd wa sher s. 




Rule 57 ( I)  NON�PORTABLE Fo.ut FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
(I)  Every foam fire extinguisher, other than a porLlble fire extinguisher, 
provided in compliance with these Rules shall be so designed and constructed 
that the interior of the extinguisher can be examined. 
(2) The body or the extinguisher shall be cylindrical wLlh ends which shall 
be dished outwards, without reverse Hanging, to a radius not exceeding the 
diameter or the body. The body and ends shall be made or sheet steel which 
shall be tinned or lead-coated internally or they shall be provided with equivalent 
protection against corrosion internally. Every other part of the extinguisher 
shall, where necessary, be protected against corrosion. 
(3) The body or the extinguisher shall be welded or riveted. All rIVeted 
joints shall be soldered. 
(4) The body shall be provided with an opening ror the mtroduction or 3n 
inner container. The opening shall be fitted with a cap of gunmetal or other 
suitable material, screwed with a continuous thread, through the side of which 
safety holes or slots shall be provided so that when the cap is bemg removed 
any pressure of gilS remaining in the container may be released gradually should 
the discharge opening be choked. The cap joint shall be made wllh acid­
resisting rubber, greased leather or other suitable material. 
(5) If the extinguisher i.s provided with an inner container, such container 
shall be adequately supported. 
(6) A reinrorced discharge hose shall be provided, together WIth a nozzle, 
the area of which shall be such that, when the extinguisher is operated, the foam 
is projected a distance of 45 feet for a period of not less than 100 seconds in 
the case of an extinguisher of 30 gallons capacity or over, and a wstance of 35 
feet for a period of not less than 90 seconds m the case of an extinguisher of 
under 30 gallons capacity. 
(7) The charge and the air space above the level of the solution in the body 
shall be so regulated that the maximum pressure in the extinguisher when put 
into action, with all outlets closed, does not exceed 280 pounds per square inch 
with the solution at a temperature of lOO"F. 
(8) The extinguisher shall be capable or withstandmg ror a period or 5 mmutes 
an internal pressure of 1 1  times the pressure in the extinguiSher wheo put into 
action with all outlets closed, and in no event of less than 350 lb. 
(9) The outside or the exunguisher shall be clearly and permanently marked 
witb-
(0) the name of the maker or vendor of the exunguisber. 
(b) the capacity or the ex.tinguisher; 
(c) the level of the solution. when the extinguisher 1 filled to Its worLn, 
capacity; 
(d) the pressure under wrucb lhe extinguisher was le led, 
(t) instructions for operating the extinguisher ;  
(n lhe year in which the extinguisher was manufactured. 
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SCHEDULE 4 
Rule 57( 1) 
ON-PORTABLE CARBON DIOXIDE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
(I) Every carbon dioxide fire extinguisher, other than a portable fire extin­
guisher, provided in compliance with these Rules shall be provided with cylinders 
constructed in accordance with any one of the follo\\ jng specifications of the 
British Standards Institulion:-
Numbers B.S. 401 :  193 1 .  8.S. 1287: 1 946. D.S. 1288 : 1 946. 
(2) Each cylinder shall be provided with an internal discharge tube and a 
valve to release the gas. 
(3) The extinguisher shall be provided with a discbarge hose which shall be 
reinforced so as to withstand a pressure of at least 1 ,800 pounds per square inch 
when the necessary couplings are fitted. The bore of the discharge hose shall 
not be less than the sizes respectively set forth in the following table:­
Capacity of extinguisher 
35 lb. 






The discharge hose shall be provided with a horn which shall be of electrically 
non-conducting material and of a design which will reduce the velocity of the 
gas discharged. The metal part of the operating handle shall be suitably 
sheathed to protect the hands of the operator from extreme cold. 
(4) At any temperature between 6O'F. ( I S·C.) and 6S·F. (1 8·C.) inclusive, 
the extinguisher shall discharge gas at such a rate that carbon dioxide equal in 
weight to f of the capacity of the container will be discharged in the periods 
respectively set forth in the following table:-
Capacity of extinguisher 
35 lb. 
100 lb. • • • • . . 
• • 
Period 
· . 30 to 45 seconds 
· . 60 to 90 seconds 
(5) The outside of the extinguisher shall be clearly and permanently marked 
in accordance with Section Four of the specification of the British Standards 
I nstitution Number 8.S.3326: 1 960. 
SCHEDULE 5 
BREATHING ApPARATlJS Rule 63( 1 )  
(I)  Every breathing apparatus provided in compliance with these Rules may 
be either-
(a) a smoke helmet or a smoke mask, each of which shall be provided with an 
air pump or bellows and an air hose; or 
(b) a self-contained breathing apparatus. 
Smoke helmet and smoke mask 
(2) Every smoke helmet or smoke mask provided in compliance with these 
Rules shall be provided with a hose for the supply of air from the outside 
atmosphere. An air pump or bellows shall be provided which shall be suitable 
for pumping air through the hose. The hose shall be of the non-collapsing type 
and shall be sufficient in length to enable the air pump or bellows to be on the 
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open deck in clean air well clear of any hatch or doorway while the wearer of the 
helmet or mask is in any part of the accommodation, service, cargo or machin­
ery spaces. Efficient couplings shall be provided jf two or more lengths of hose 
are to be joined in order to reach the aforesaid spaces. The air inlet to the pump 
or bellows shall be so protected as to ensure that the supply of air cannot be 
obstructed. 
Self-contained breathing apparatus 
(3) (a) Every self-.contained breathing apparatus pro\'ided in comphance 
with these Rules shall be of the open circuit compressed air type. 
(b) The storage capacity of the compressed air cylinder or cylinders attached 
to the apparatus and carried by the wearer shall be at least 1 ,200 litres (42 cubic 
feet) of free air. The storage cylinders shall be constructed of suitable material 
and shall be of efficient design and of sufficient strength to withstand With an 
adequate factor of safety the internal air pressure to which they may be sub­
jected, and each cylinder shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic 
pressure suitably in excess of the maximum working pressure. 
(c) Means shall be provided for the automatic regulation of the air supply to 
the wearer of the apparatus in accordance with his breathing requJrements 
when he is breathing any volume of free air of up to 85 litres (3 cubic feet) per 
minute at any time when the pressure in the supply cylinder or cylinders is 
above 1 50 pounds per square inch. Means shall be provided for ovcmdmg 
the automatic air supply valve. 
(d) A pressure gauge with an anti-bursting orifice shall be incorporated in 
the high-pressure air supply system to enable the wearer to read directly and 
easily the pressure of air in the supply cylinder or cylinders. 
(e) Means shaH be provided for warning the wearer audJbly when 80 per cent 
of the usable capacity of the apparatus has been consumed. 
(f) The maximum weight of any such apparatus shall not ex.ceed 35 lb. 
excluding any lifeline and, if they do not form an IOtegral pan of the apparatus, 
any safety belt or harness. 
(g) Every self-contained breathing apparatus shall be provided wllh fully 
charged spare cylinders having a spare storage capacity of at least 2.400 litres 
(84 cubic feet) of free air except that:-
(i) if the ship is carrying fi\e sets or more of such apparatus the total 
spare storage capacity of free rur shall not be required to exceed 9,600 
litres (336 cubIC feet) or 
(ii) if the ship is equipped with means for re--chargmg the rur cyhnder 
to full pressure with air free from contamination, the spare storage 
capacity of the fully charged spare cylinders of each such apparatus 
shall be of at least 1 ,200 litres (42 cubIC feet) of free rur, and the Iota I 
spare storage capacity of free air provided 10 the srup shall not be 
required 1o exceed 4,800 litres ( 1 68 cubIC feet). 
(h) A servicing and instruction manual shaH be kept With each such apparatu . 
General 
(4) (a) Every breathIng apparatus shall be COD51ruCled of matenals havmg 
adequate mechanical strength, durability and resistance to detenoratJon by heat 
or by contact with water and such. materiaJ� shall be re i tant to fire and \;hal1 
SO 
not allow the breathing circuit to be penetrated by smoke or chemical fumes 
likely to be encountered in service. The fabric used in the construction of any 
harness provided with such apparatus shall be resistant to shrinkage. Exposed 
metal parts of the apparatus, harness and fittings shall be of materials so far as 
practicable resistant to frictional sparking. 
(b) The following equipment shall be provided for use with each set of 
breathing apparatus:-
(i) a fire-proof life-and-signalling-Iine at least 10 feet longer than is 
required to reach from the open deck in clean air well clear of any 
hatch or doorway to any part of the accommodation. service, cargo or 
machinery spaces. The line hall be made of copper or galvanised 
steel wire rope having a breaking strength of at least J ,120 lb. and shall 
be overlaid up to at least It inches in circumference by hemp or other 
covering to provide a surface which can be firmly gripped when wet; 
(ii) an adjustable safety bell or harness to which such line shall be capable 
of being securely attached and detached by the wearer by means of a 
snap-hook: 
(iii) means for protecting the eyes and face of the wearer against smoke : 
(iv) plates of suitable non-inflammable material bearing a clearly legIble 
code of signals to be used between the wearer and his attendant, one 
of which shall be attached to the safety belt or harness and another 
attached to the free end of the life-line; 
(v) (for every apparatus other than a smoke helmet) a Ijghrn.'eighl safety 
helmet with Ilrung and adjustable head-band. 
(c) Every breathing apparatus shall be clearly marked with the name of the 
maker or vendor and the year of manufacture. Operating instructions in clear 
and pennanent lettering shall be affixed to such apparatus. 
EXPLANATORY NOTE 
(This note is not parI 0/ the Rules) 
These Rules supersede the Merchant Shipping (Fire Appliances) Rules 1952. 
They include such requirements as appear to the Board of Trade to implement 
the provisions of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea 1960 
relating to the provision of fire appHances in merchant ships engaged on inter­
national voyages. 
The principal changes arc:-
(a) The introduction of more detailed requirements, including an extension 
to most ships of the requirement for an emergency pump outside the 
machinery spaces, to secure the maximum availability of water for fire­
fighting purposes throughout the sh.ip. 
5 1  
(b) The provision of a standard hose coupling on passenger s!ups of Classes I, 
II and U(A) and on non-passenger ships (other than fishing ,esse Is) of 1 ,000 
tons or more to enable the ships' fire mains to be readIly supplied in an 
emergency with water from other ships or from land. 
(c) The provision of a fixed fire-fighting instaUation for the protecuon of the 
engine room in most of the motor passenger ships of Classes I, H, I1(A) and 
ill and in the larger non-passenger motor ships. 
(d) The provision of non-portable fire extinguishers for the protection of any 
machinery spaces containing steam engines in most passenger ships of 
Class I, U and [I(A) and in the larger non-passenger ships. 
(e) The prohibition of sleam for use in the fixed instaUation prolccung boller 
rooms and oil-firing installations in non-passenger ships of J ,000 tons 
except when it is provided in addition to the protective measures required 
by the Rules. 
(J) Special measures for the protection of the machinery spaces of ships of 
wooden oonstruction. 
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